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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS
MOUNTAIN LAKE COLONY PINEWOOD ESTATE GARDEN
HISTORIC PRESERVATION
by
Elisabeth Matthies Bar6n
Florida International University, 2001
Miami, Florida
Esra Ozdenerol, Major Professor
Pinewood Estate is a significant resource in the history of the theory and practice
of landscape architecture. The purpose of this thesis is to provide a landscape plan to
restore the Pinewood Estate to its historic integrity in order to retain and reflect its past.
In order to determine the criteria used to establish how and to what period the
estate should be restored to, the Secretary of the Interior's Guidelines for the Treatment
of Cultural Landscapes was followed. This process involved documenting the existing
conditions of the estate. Site inventory and analysis and onsite interviews were
conducted. Natural and cultural resources were evaluated.
As a case study, McKee Botanical Garden was analyzed and evaluated. The
comparison of this case study served as a guideline to determine the best practice for the
historical preservation of the estate.
Despite the changes in the landscape at Pinewood Estate over the past seventy
years, the garden today still retains William Lyman Phillips design criteria. For the
garden to continue to keep its historic fabric, rehabilitation was selected to allow for
improvements that make possible efficient contemporary use of the estate.
vi
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CHAPTER 1
1.1 Introduction
The purpose of this thesis is to design Pinewood Estate's garden referring to its
history. This research will evaluate the integrity and the current conditions, and select a
treatment restoration or rehabilitation that best serves to protect the estate's cultural
landscapes. The ultimate goal is to ensure that visitors connect to its past and educate
them with its history.
Significant with its history and landscape design, Pinewood Estate is the only
remaining William L. Phillips garden open to the public (Favretti 1990). Pinewood Estate
is part of Bok Tower Gardens Foundation, Inc., located in Mountain Lake Colony, Polk
County, Florida. Charles Austin Buck, vice president of Bethlehem Iron Company,
purchased the property in 1929 from the Mountain Lake Colony (Caldwell 1984).
In 1929, Charles Austin Buck hired William Lyman Phillips, who was the local
representative in Lake Wales for the landscape architectural firm of Frederick Law
Olmsted Jr., to work on the Pinewood property. Phillips, who designed many gardens for
winter estates in Mountain Lake Colony, Florida, was involved from the beginning in site
planning, designing, building, and planting of the garden (Spain 1991). On December 12,
1985, the estate was listed, under the name of "El Retiro," in the National Register of
Historic Places, the official list of culturally significant historic resources in the United
States (Spain 1991).
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1.2 Problem Statement
When the Bok Tower Foundation acquired the estate in the seventies, much of the
original vegetation was no longer there. The last two owners had much less interest in the
garden than Charles A. Buck, who was a knowledgeable and a dedicated horticulturist
(Wallace 1991). Although the estate's garden has been partially restored, there are still
many features missing from William Lyman Phillips' design.
The garden has evolved over time from a sunny landscape of native longleaf pines
to an environment of mature oaks trees, which changes its character to largely a shade
garden. In addition, the function of the estate has changed, from a private residence to a
public garden. It was a winter playground for a very limited number of people with
unlimited budget. Today a limited number of people visit the garden. The grounds can
only be visited as part of a tour and are closed during the summer time. Maintenance and
the change in use play a crucial role in the design decision Therefore, this thesis
addresses new design criteria necessary to adapt to those changes and preserve its history.
1.3 Objectives
The purpose of this research is to provide a landscape plan to restore the
Pinewood Estate to its historic integrity to retain and reflect its past.
1. The primary goal of this restoration is to retain and preserve the Mediterranean
Revival style composed of Moorish, English, and Italian Renaissance features used in the
design of the garden. Each style is significant to a particular period and is still present in
the garden today. Guidelines are proposed to determine how and to what period the estate
should be restored.
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2. Improvements for efficient contemporary use of the estate are established in
this restoration, which will increase the probability of the garden's continued
maintenance.
3. This thesis utilized William L. Phillips' design as a basis for evaluating all
inventory and analysis. Although previous efforts have been undertaken, the estate has
been only partially restored. As a result, to accomplish a successful restoration plan that
reflects William Lyman Phillips' design, there has to be a balance between historic
continuity and adaptations to meet current needs for the property to survive. In addition,
any element that is not part of the Phillips design, or an adaptation to facilitate
contemporary use, should be removed.
1.4 Methodology
The methodology used in this thesis followed three steps, as seen in Figure 1.1, in
order to come up with a criterion in how and what period the garden such be restored to.
First, extensive site related research was conducted. Existing conditions of the
estate were documented in the process of site inventory and analysis. Onsite interviews
were conducted and relevant natural and cultural resources were evaluated.
Previous restoration efforts were examined. Finally, the treatment to be used was
established by following the Secretary of the Interior's Guidelines for the Treatment of
Cultural Landscapes (National Park Service 1996) complemented with a case study. The
recently restored McKee Botanical Garden in Vero Beach, Florida, designed by William
L. Phillips and Winton H. Reinsmith, was analyzed and evaluated to establish design
guidelines and determine the best practice for the historical preservation of the estate.
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CHAPTER 2
2.1 Physical Characteristics of the Site
2.1.1 Vegetation
The Mountain Lake Colony occupies an area of Central Florida that was a
longleaf pine/sand hill forest community. The open overstory was formed by longleaf
pine and turkey oak, with a dense ground cover of wildflowers, perennial grasses such as
wiregrass, and a sparse understory of woody shrubs (Myers and Ewel 1990).
Longleaf pines (Pinus palustris) can live for 500 years. They are fire tolerant.
Their existence depends on fire every 3 to 5 years. Historically, the longleaf pine was one
of the most important tree species in the Southeastern U.S. forest community, as
indicated in Figure 2.1. Unfortunately, only three percent of the longleaf pines remain
today as a result of timbering practices (Myers and Ewel 1990).
The creation of Mountain Lake Colony resulted in further modification to the
longleaf pine ecosystem with the development of citrus grove private estates, and a golf
course. Today, only a few longleaf pines remain within the Colony limits. Most of the
existing longleaf pines found on Pinewood were incorporated in the planting plan of
William L. Phillips, as seen in Figure 2.2.
2.1.2 Soils
The soils of the longleaf pine ecosystem are mostly droughty, coarse drained
sands, fertile, calcareous, phosphatic sandy clays, and loamy sands underlain by clays.
5
PTNEWOOD ESTA TE
Figure 2.1 - Presettlement range of the long-leaf pine ecosystem
Source: Ecosystems of Florida. Meyer and Ewel. 1990
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The effect of fire in longleaf pine soils creates different types in texture, drainage, and
fertility. The Lake Wales Ridge, located on a sandhill, (Myers and Ewel 1990) is shown
in Figure 2.3.
Soils found within Pinewood Estate have been modified, over time, to
accommodate the more horticultural plant species used within the garden.
2.1.3 Fauna
The longleaf pine openstory plant community attracts many species of birds,
although no particular type of bird is restricted to this ecosystem (Engstromet 1984).
Most commonly, bird species observed in the old-growth stands are the red-
cockaded woodpecker, the brown-headed nuthatch, and the yellow-breasted chat. Other
species found in open pine-land habitats, but to a lesser extent, are the red-headed, and
red-cockaded woodpecker, common ground dove, loggerhead shrike, eastern king bird
and Bachman's sparrow (Myers and Ewel 1990). Since so much of the longleaf pine
ecosystem is gone, most associated bird species have lost their habitat.
Other animal species that frequent this ecosystem are the Florida mouse,
Sherman's fox squirrel, pocket gopher, and the gopher tortoise (Myers and Ewel 1990).
The Pinewood House Manager, Lisa Shaw, stated that some wildlife still frequent
the estate, such as gray foxes, gopher tortoise, wood stork, birds, and butterflies. A
species of snake, the indigo, inhabit the rock walls of the grotto and the west lawn pond.
8
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Figure 2.3 - Distribution of high pine clayhill and sandhill in Florida
Source: Ecosystems of Florida. Meyer and Ewel. 1990
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2.2 Overview of the Mountain Lake Development:
Geographical Context, Social and Culture History
Since the beginning of history, man has altered the land to ensure his survival.
The 19th-century German geographer Alexander von Humboldt wrote:
"The earth and its inhabitants stand in the closest reciprocal relations, and
one cannot be truly presented... without the other. Hence, history and
geography must always remain inseparable. Land affects the inhabitants
and the inhabitants the land." (Norton 1989)
In Florida, human settlements have existed for over 10,000 years. Before human
occupation, it is understood that the area from southeastern Virginia to east Texas, as
shown in Figure 2.3, was predominantly a longleaf pine/sand hill plant community
(Myers and Ewel 1990).
The landscape started to change when Florida's aborigines began agricultural
activities about 800 years ago. The European colonization, which started in 1565, caused
gradual deforestation with the clearing of woodlands for agriculture, commerce (lumber
and fuel), and for phosphate processing (Myers and Ewel 1990).
The early nineteen hundreds saw Florida become the new winter capital of the
United States. Located in the subtropical region, it was very attractive for northern
dwellers to come south and enjoy the warm winters.
During this time, Florida benefited greatly from the well-advertised climate and
the high-powered promotion of tourism. In general, the country was going through a
period of great prosperity. In Florida the absence of income and inheritance taxes
promoted real estate investments (Caldwell 1984).
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The construction of railroads and their connecting roadways played a major role
in the early development of Florida cities, such as Lake Wales. Founded in 1911 by the
Lake Wales Land Company, the city is located in central Florida, removed from the
State's most populated coastal regions. Once connected to the railroad in 1915, Lake
Wales, with its citrus and phosphate industries, started to expand. New developments and
the influx of tourists added to the city's expansion.
The Lake Wales Land Company used the pine forests to extract turpentine, and to
supply the lumber industry. The Company also took advantage of the sandy soil to
establish a vibrant grapefruit and orange citrus industry (www.cityoflakewales.com).
In 1914, Frederick Ruth, a young attorney from Queen Anne's County, Maryland,
visited the family's property in Iron Mountain, Polk County, Florida. The family's
undeveloped property was adjacent to the Lake Wales Land Co. where planting of citrus
groves was already underway. Ruth envisioned the transformation of his property into a
"City Beautiful" residential development, similar to Baltimore's Roland Park, where he
grew up, complete with spacious residential properties on winding roadways, surrounded
by woodland parks and a golf course. To accomplish this vision he purchased, in 1918,
Iron Mountain itself and the land surrounding Buck Lake, which totaled more than 2,800
acres.
Since Frederick Law Olmsted Jr. was involved in the design of Roland Park, Ruth
selected him and his firm as landscape architects of record for the design of his dream
development. Olmsted first visited the Colony in 1914, and by mid-may of 1915, he
submitted the first preliminary development plan, which took advantage of the dramatic
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topography and vistas of the environment. A second preliminary development plan
(Figure 2.4) was presented in December 1916, with the block, lot and grove descriptions
as described in the plan (Spain 1991). In addition to these substantial elements, the
cultivation of citrus groves became a strong selling point for the Mountain Lake
Corporation. Ten-acre lots where sold to the stockholders, and the remaining 500 acres
were set aside for the country club, golf course, tourist hotel and winter homes along the
shoreline of Lake Buck.
Unfortunately, the real estate boom in Florida started to fade by 1925.
Unscrupulous investors and real estate fraud became rampant throughout the state. Two
hurricanes devastated Miami, West Palm Beach, and lake Okeechobee in 1926 and 1928.
Finally, in 1929, came the Mediterranean fruit fly infested the region, destroying
seventy percent of the state's citrus trees; and in October, the U.S. experience the stock
market crash that precipitated the historic depression of the 1930s.
Despite these unfortunate events, the Mountain Lake Corporation remained
economically viable throughout this period of economic hardships. Despite all the bad
publicity about Florida, residential lot sales and construction continued throughout the
decades of the twenties and thirties (Caldwell 1984). It was at this time that Charles A.
Buck first purchased and developed the property.
2.2.1 Ownership, occupancy and development
Throughout the seventy-year history of the Pinewood property, there has been a
sequence of six owners as shown in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.4 - Preliminary Plan Mountain Lake Colony, 1927
Prepared for Mountain Lake Corporation by Olmsted Brothers,
Landscape Architects, Brookline, MA - December 1916
Source: Historical Association of South Florida, Miami Florida
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1915 - Mountain Lake
Development
1930 - Charles A. Buck "El Retiro"
1937 - Robert O. Buck and "El Retiro"
Louis A. Buck
1947 - Esther S. Kerrigan "Encierro"
1952 - Keen Family Keenwood"
1970 - Bok Tower Foundation i "Pinewood"
Figure 2.5 - Sequence of Ownership
Source: Compiled by author
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Charles A. Buck was born in 1867 in Bucksville, Bucks County, Pennsylvania. In
1887 after graduating from Lehigh University with a Bachelor of Science degree in
Chemistry, he started to work for Bethlehem Iron Company. Bethlehem Iron sent Mr.
Buck to Cuba for two years, to serve as a chemist for the Jugara Iron Company, where he
was exposed to Spanish architecture and garden design. Upon his return to Bethlehem
Iron in 1913, he became the third vice-president of the company. Later in his career, as
president of Bethlehem Iron Mines in South America, he was again exposed to Spanish
style design (Spain 1991).
Charles A. Buck's relationship with Mountain Lake began in 1925, when he
visited the Colony after his wife Josephine passed away. During his visit, he stayed with
his sister Gertrude G. Starkey. Later in February 1930, Mr. Buck purchased the property
across the street form his sister's home (Spain 1991).
This transaction was registered in the Warranty Deed as Conveys Lot 5, Block 6,
Revised plat of 'Mountain Lake' containing 7.59 acres, subject to the restriction that a
residence must be built within three years or the first party may repurchase the property
(Spain 1991).
At the time Charles A. Buck purchased the property, he was over 60 years old.
Fittingly, he named the property "El Retiro" which translates from Spanish as "retreat or
retirement." El Retiro was deeded to his sons Robert O. Buck, and Louis A. Buck, on
April 15, 1937. Charles Buck died on July 13, 1945 in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.
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In 1947, Esther Slater Kerrigan purchased the estate from the Buck sons and
changed the name from "El Retiro" to "Encierro," another Spanish word that translates
roughly as "seclusion or quiet life." She spent four winters at El Encierro through 1951.
The next ownership change occurred in 1952, the Keen family purchased the
property The Keen family maintained ownership until 1967 when Mrs. Ruth Keen died.
During this ownership period, the property was named "Keenwood."
The current owners, the Bok Tower Foundation (formerly The American
Foundation) purchased the property in 1970 from the Keen Family (Spain 1991). The
main reason for acquiring the estate was clearly expressed in a letter from Nellie Le Bok
to the Board Members, where she expresses her concerns for the future, if the property is
purchased for other uses such as a nightclub or shooting ring, which would be contrary to
the mission of the Bok Towers Sanctuary. Mrs. Bok was also very fond of the property's
design, and considered it important to preserve it for future generations (Spain 1991). The
Foundation changed the name to "Pinewood" to reflect the longleaf pine habitat original
to the site, prior to any intervention by man.
16
CHAPTER 3
3.1 Olmsted Brothers Design Approach
The Olmsted Brothers was the leading landscape architecture firm during the
period Fred Ruth developed the Mountain Lake Colony. Mr. Ruth wanted to apply the
distinctive planning principles used by Frederick L. Olmsted Sr. in the design of Roland
Park into his Florida development. His planning was comprehensive. Olmsted Sr. used
the unique site characteristics of the Roland Park area in his comprehensive planning and
design, such as streets, property parcels, and open spaces that reflected topography,
vistas, and significant natural features. This was in marked contrast to the rigid
orthogonal grid imposed on the land in cities throughout the country.
The planning principles used in Roland Park strongly influenced the
practice of community and town planning throughout the 2 0 th century.
When Frederick L. Olmsted Jr. designed Plat 2 in 1901, he followed the natural
contours of the land; preserving and heightening the picturesque succession of hill and
valley, open space and forest (www.livebaltimore.com/history/rolandpark.htm).
Olmsted Jr. came to Lake Wales in December 1914, where he visited the site. Mr.
Olmsted sketched out natural pathways established by the rise and fall of the land and
which were proved by animals and the occasional hunter and fisherman (Caldwell 1984).
As in Roland Park, the Mountain Lake design was based on embracing and enhancing the
natural features of the site.
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3.2 William L. Phillips Design Approach
William Lyman Phillips was born in Somerville, Massachusetts in 1885. He
attended Harvard University, where he received his Master degree with honors, in
Landscape Architecture in 1910. As one of the best students of Frederick Law Olmsted
Jr., he started to work with the Olmsted firm in Brookline, Massachusetts after
graduation.
In 1913, the Olmsted firm put Phillips in charge of the site design and
construction of the town of Balboa, located at the Panama Canal (Jackson 1997).
After the Balboa project, Phillips spent a year in France. He then returned to the
Olmsted Brothers firm and, in 1923, he became the firm's local landscape architect
representative at Mountain Lake. He remained involved in the Colony until 1932,
supervising construction and designing many of the community's residential gardens
(Frederick L. Olmsted National Historic Site Archives). As more residences were built,
Phillips received many request from clients to design gardens for them independent from
Olmsted Brothers firm (Jackson 1997). One of those requests was from Charles A. Buck.
3.2.1 Design criteria for Pinewood Estate
Charles A. Buck hired William Lyman Phillips based on his experience in
residential landscape designs. Since Buck and Phillips had each lived in Latin countries,
they shared a knowledge and love for the tropics, Spanish influence designs, and a
passion for horticulture. As a component of the landscape design, new plant species were
continuously experimented with. The Latin American influence is clearly seen in the
estate's architecture and gardens (Jackson 1997).
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Phillips was involved from the beginning in the site design process, which gave
him the opportunity to make the gardens an extension of the house. The house was sited
by Phillips to obtain the most favorable views, breezes, and accessibility. Charles R. Wait
designed the house in a classical Mediterranean style, which was very popular in Florida
during this period.
As in an Italian Renaissance villa, the house is located on the higher point of the
site, captivating the long views over the land (Jellicoe 1995). For the garden's design,
Phillips primarily makes use of the Mediterranean Revival style. As the name indicates,
the style is a combination of two different architectural expressions along the
Mediterranean coast, Moorish-influenced Spanish, and Italian Renaissance. He achieved
in this garden an important synthesis of his own eclectic style, incorporating diverse
stylistic elements such as the Chinese moongate, and the English picturesque garden.
The formal garden of the east terrace is a Moorish style courtyard with the frog
fountain arranged on the intersection of two important axes. The main axis runs east-west
through the whole property as shown in Figure 3.1. Formal features such as a citrus grove
defined by straight avenues ending in circles, and the English picturesque concept is used
in the west lawn (Jackson 1990).
In a letter sent on June 5, 1929 to Mr. Charles A. Buck (Appendix A), Phillips
proposed his design criteria. The criteria were based on a central long axis that runs from
the southeast corner of the property with a roundel (a circular planting) of cypress pines
(Callitris verrucosa) through the house and ends with a free form pond on the west edge
of the site.
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Figure 3.1 - William L. Phillips Conceptual Design Diagram
Source: Compiled by the author
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He makes a clear distinction in the views along the axis with:
" Long views to the free form pond or Bok Tower
" Short views to the formal cypress pines roundel or frog fountain
Having distinct vistas and spaces, makes the garden look much bigger then its 7.59 acres.
In his memoirs Phillips described his design criteria as a balance between "void
and masses," "light and shadow." In some instances, he describes the open spaces as
comparable to rooms and corridors in a picture gallery, in which the plants are "pictures"
adorning the walls (Jackson 1997). This design approach was apparent in the original
designs for Pinewood, and can be glimpsed even today.
The existing pine trees played an important role in locating the house. The
contours were carefully studied so the top of the pine trees would not interfere with the
views from the house (Figure 2.2). To achieve this, the westerly side of the house set to
an elevation of about 250 feet, well below the height of the pine trees (Spain 1991).
Phillips suggested two ways to approach the house: either from the northern point
of the lot, which would not interfere with the existing vegetation, or from the lowest point
of the relocated Colony road, as close as possible to the edge of the property on the
northerly boundary (Spain 1991). The curved entrance drive was laid out moving up
towards the house-while the vegetation surrounding it was densely planted to prevent a
view of the house. In his plan, as shown in Figure 3.2, Phillips designed the formal areas
on the entrance side of the house, as a way to welcome visitors, while keeping the
informal areas, on the west side of the house, for casual gatherings
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The west lawn was designed as an English picturesque garden (Figure 3.3). The
boundaries were given special attention, in an effort to gain privacy, with mass planting
of palms and cypress pines (Callitris verrucosa) (Figure 3.4). An exception was made on
the east side, where the adjoining property belongs to the Sanctuary. Phillips
recommended that it be maintained in a park-like condition, so it would seem that the two
properties merged on that side (Favretti 1990).
In most of Phillips' designs, the use of water is a prominent feature. He proposed
a free form pond, to create a focal point at the end of the main axis, on the lower part of
the site. He used the water to play with the reflection of light and surroundings, as seen in
Figure 3.5 (Jackson 1990). Natural sounds were also taken into account in his designs
(Figure 3.6). Dripping water, such as the frog fountain and the grotto on the south side of
the main axis, produced a calming effect (Jackson 1997).
The formal entrance to the house is located on the higher side facing southeast.
Perhaps because of the change in grade, the entrance is off the main axis that runs
through the house. As part of his eclectic scheme, Phillips included the moongate garden
on the northwest corner, a popular feature in the first half of last century (Figure 3.7).
This is an extension of the dining room porch, which was used as an outdoor dining area
in special occasions (Favrreti 1990). This area has a small patch of lawn, surrounded by a
blue, white, and yellow annual flowerbed, influenced by the Gertrude Jekyll's garden
style (Favrreti 1990). Walls on two sides enclose this garden. The one facing the dining
room has an octagonal opening, as seen in Figure 3.7, which exposes the fountain and its
water jet.
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Figure 3.3 -Comparison of past and present views of the west lawn
The above figure is a view of the west lawn circa 1993, taken from the Buck family
videos provided by Bok Tower Gardens. The figure below is the view of the west lawn
today taken by the author
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Figure 3.5 - Comparison of past and present views from the pond
The above figure is a view from the pond circa 1993, taken from the Buck family videos
provided by Bok Tower Gardens. The figure below is the view from the pond today taken
by the author
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Figure 3.6 - Comparison of past and present views of the Frog fountain
The above figure is the view of the Frog fountain today taken by the author. The figure
below is a view of the Frog Fountain circa 1993, taken from the Buck family videos
provided by Bok Tower Gardens.
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Figure 3.7 - Comparison of past and present views of the Moongate garden
The above figure is the view of the Moongate garden and fountain today taken by the
author. The figure below is a view of the Moongate garden and fountain circa 1993, taken
from the Buck family videos provided by Bok Tower Gardens.
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Phillips wrote, "The Chinese placed a decorated gate screen behind the opening
to keep out evil spirits, who can only travel in a straight line"(Spain 1991).
To create a view on the southeast side, Phillips located the bosque using the basic
geometric layout of the Italian Renaissance. The grove is laid out as straight-line avenues
finishing in circles (Favretti 1990).
The last planting plan in file #6023, according to the Olmsted Brothers archives,
is Plan 523 (Figure 3.8), which has a detailed planting list on the side (Appendix B). It
also shows a tennis court that was never built. Instead, this space was used as a vegetable
garden, supplying all the vegetables and salads fixing for the household (Spain 1991). On
October 1, 1929, C.A. Buck responded in a letter to W.L. Phillips indicating his approval
of that scheme for his site at Mountain Lake (Spain 1991).
In September of 1930, the Mountain Lake Corporation had completed the clay
drive, a large portion of the rough grading, concreting the pond, most of the irrigation,
and the majority of the lower lot plantings (letter from Phillips to C.A. Buck, September
8, 1930 in Appendix A).
3.3 Restoration Process
The gardens had been neglected since Charles A Buck's death the mid forties.
Because of the many years of neglect and hard freezes, much of the original planting
material from Buck's time was no longer there when the American foundation acquired
the property from the Keenwood family in 1970. Several restoration efforts have been
undertaken and are summarized in Figure 3.9.
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Nellie Lee Bok retained Landscape Architect Glenn Acomb, in 1979, to prepare a
plan for the restoration of the garden. He re-planted the east terrace, using plant material
different from that of Phillips' original design (Spain 1991).
Volunteers started the excavation of the grotto in 1985. This revealed the coquina
rock along with the main water jet, and the four fine jets on the perimeter became visible
once three-and-a-half feet of sand were removed.
In 1986, Susan Wallace, assistant horticulturist at Bok Tower Gardens, began her
restoration effort. She disagreed with Glenn Acomb's plant material substitution. The
effect of an allee of upright seedling citrus trees was changed into a mass of dark green
blobs (camellias), awash in a sea of mondo grass, which was very different from Phillips'
original scheme (Wallace interview June 1989).
"For a time in Pinewood's past, benign neglect allowed a seedling forest to
overrun much of the planting, the grotto was filled in with sand and trash, and the
beautiful tile steps and benches were hidden under dirt and leaves. Only minimal mowing
and pruning maintained the gardens" (Wallace 1988).
The restoration process was done in two phases. Phase I, begun in 1986,
addressed only the exterior of the house, which was painted and trimmed, and the
woodwork was redone. Phase II, done under the supervision of Susan Wallace, started the
restoration of the garden (Spain 1991). The Phase II restoration included the following:
" The citrus allee by the east terrace was replanted
" The semi-circular hedge, which was the southern focus of the north-south axis of
the terrace garden, was reconstructed
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" The hedges around the flowered parterres in the east terrace were replaced with
boxwood
" The vines (ficus pumila) covering the house and garden walls were removed
because of termites eating the wood eaves
" Two large eucalyptus trees by the service entrance in the southeast corner of the
house were removed (Spain, 1991)
" The wildflower garden was removed because it requires a lot of maintenance
Following the completion of Phase II, Rudy Favretti was hired in 1990 to create a
Master Landscape Restoration Plan: Pinewood (Spain, 1991).
3.3.1 Rudy Favretti Master Restoration Plan
In his analysis, Rudy Favretti feels very strongly about maintaining the overall
essence of Phillips' design, which he captured in his plan shown in Figure 3.10. In
Favretti's master plan, as seen in Figure 3.11, he categorizes the following three features:
1. The central visual axis and the belt of trees as being the primary features to
preserve. These are the elements found in the west lawn and show the influence of
the English garden style used in the 18th century.
The belt planting is much deteriorated along the property line. The cypress pines
(Callitris verrucosa) in this area should be replaced according to the original plan.
These are important elements, because they inspire the Mediterranean look.
Since the light condition in the pond area has changed, from a sunny to a shady
area, the plant material needs to be modified according to these conditions.
Favretti proposes the use of similar shrubs such as azalea cultivars.
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Source: Bok Tower Gardens Archives
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The wild flower garden should be substituted by Florida's native wildflowers.
2. The essence of the original design is still clearly visible today. The two formal
gardens, the moongate, and the east terrace define outdoor spaces by using well-
defined clip hedges.
3. The last items addressed in his restoration plan analysis, are the vegetable garden
and the wildflower area.
Others details to be preserved, according to Favretti's plan, and which are important in
defining the character of the site are:
* The large oak trees used to create spatial canopy and to accentuate vistas
surrounding the mansion
" The citrus grove within the bosque in the southeast corner of the site
" Mass planting of plants such as: magnolias, jacarandas, azaleas, and several others
add interest in the landscape
" The moongate fountain, the frog fountain, the pond, and the grotto, as well as the
"tinajones," all of which are critical as accents, termini, or mood "setters"
(Favretti Master landscape restoration plan 1990)
His recommendations are based on a change of use of the garden, from a private
residence, to a garden open for public access. That implies a maintenance plan and
budget substantially different than at the time when Charles A. Buck owned the estate.
Elements in the restoration plan that were implemented were the following:
" The pedestrian conection between Bok Towers and Pinewood Estate, as shown in
Figure 3.12, was established
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" The citrus grove was restored with grass in the center in order to reduce the
number of citrus and other plants
" The roundels, as critical elements in the design because they conect the avenues
and are the termini to the main axis, were restored
" The wild flower garden was substituted with Florida's native wildflowers
" The pond curbs, edges and floor were repaired
" The vines (ficus pumila) on the moongate walls were re-planted
" The fountains were repaired
" Damaged benches were replaced
3.4 Case Study: McKee Botanical Garden
McKee Botanical Garden is an excellent case study, since it has been recently
rehabilitated under the Guidelines for Treatment of Cultural Landscapes from the
Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Treatment of Historic Properties.
William Lyman Phillips designed this garden in a very similar period as
Pinewood, and many of his criteria are visible in both sites, such as the use of an axis as
the backbone for vistas and spatial organization. Both properties are listed in the National
Historic Register, because of their historic integrity.
The original owner's intended use for these two properties was very different
when they were acquired. However, as both properties' use has changed over time, today
they share a similar purpose. Pinewood Estate is now part of Bok Tower Gardens, a place
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for reflection, and a place that grants visitors an opportunity to connect back to nature, as
is the McKee Botanical Garden.
McKee Botanical Garden is located on U.S. Route 1, three miles south of Vero
Beach, Florida. By 1919, this area had become a major citrus fruit-shipping center and
was experiencing a real estate boom, like the rest of the State of Florida.
Arthur G. McKee and Waldo Sexton established the McKee-Sexton Land
Company in 1922 with the purpose of buying 80 acres of a 2,000-year-old oak hammock
in order to preserve it from future development by the growing citrus grove industry.
McKee and Sexton had a special interest in horticulture, and used the site for personal
retreat and enjoyment of the natural landscape.
As times changed, in 1931, the owners decided to create a profitable garden open
to the public. They engaged William Lyman Phillips and his assistant Winton H.
Reinsmith, to design a botanical garden that would combine existing features into one
harmonious setting. This project marked a new trend for Phillips in his work, because he
was no longer working as the Olmsted Brothers representative in Mountain Lake Colony.
Because of the depression, he had to start to move away from expensive residential work
into public work (McKee Botanical Garden Master Plan).
By January 1, 1932, the garden was officially open under the name "McKee
Jungle Gardens." Over the years, many features were added, such as animals and bird
displays, as well as a nationally recognized orchid and water lily collection.
The garden's operation suffered through many financial difficulties, and finally
closed in 1976. The property was subsequently sold, and the Vista Gardens
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condominiums, together with a golf course, were built on the site. Only 18 acres, the
heart of the garden, were spared from development. The Indian River Land Trust
acquired this remaining parcel in 1995 to prevent its conversion into a shopping center.
3.4.1 Site and Period of Significance
Under the Guidelines for the Treatment of Cultural Landscape, the site is a
historic designed landscape since it meets the following criteria:
" Consciously designed by a landscape architect: William Lyman Phillips, who was
influenced by Olmsted Brothers criteria and assisted by Winton H. Reinsmith
" Associated with significant persons: Arthur G. McKee, a wealthy and innovative
industrialist and Waldo E. Sexton, a trained agriculturist and successful
entrepreneur in the Vero Beach area
" Reflects a cultural/historical trend in landscape architecture: The McKee family's
initial interest in the site, and later the McKee and Sexton's action to preserve it as
a natural area, and protect it from the developing citrus industry, reflected the
emerging theories and beliefs about preservation of natural areas, natural study
and sciences (McKee Botanical Garden Master Plan 1997)
3.4.1.1 Period of significance
Phillips started the landscape design for the McKee Botanical Garden in 1931,
and revised the plan in 1938. According to photographs and other documents, the period
that best reflects the founder's vision of a "designed jungle" is around 1931-1946.
McKee bought out his partner's interest in the garden in 1946, and was active
until 1955, a year before he died. His grandson, Arthur M. Latta, became director of the
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gardens in 1960 (McKee Botanical Garden Master Plan 1997).
3.4.1.2 Recommended Treatment
According to the Guidelines for Treatment of Cultural Landscapes, four
treatments can be used. They are as follows:
" Preservation: defined as "the act or process of applying measures necessary to
sustain the existing form, integrity, and materials of an historic property. It
requires retention of a significant amount of historic fabric, including the
landscape historic form, features, and details as they have evolved over time"
" Rehabilitation: defined as "the act or process of making possible a compatible use
for a property through repair, alterations or additions while preserving those
portions or features which convey its historical, cultural or architectural values"
" Restoration: this standard allows for the depiction of a landscape at a particular
time in US history, by preserving materials from the period of significance and
removing materials from other periods
" Reconstruction: this treatment establishes a framework for recreating a vanished
or non-surviving landscape with new materials, primarily for interpretive
purposes
In the preparation of the Master Plan, done by Wallace, Roberts & Todd,
rehabilitation was used since the significant historic features being in poor condition,
they could be protected while repairs and replacements could be done for a compatible
new use of the property (Figure 3.13).
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CHAPTER 4
4.1 Site Analysis
4.1.1 Location
The Pinewood Estate is part of the Bok Tower Gardens, in Mountain Lake
Colony, Polk County, and lies among the rolling hills of Iron Mountain, the highest
ground in peninsular Florida (Figure 4.1).
Orlando is a city with many tourist attractions, only one hour away from the
estate. U.S. Hwy 27 connects the site with Orlando and Miami as well. Tampa and Vero
Beach are close by, as shown in Figure 4.2 (www.boktower.org).
4.1.2 Access
The access to Bok Tower Gardens is well signalized from U.S. Hwy. 27
(north/south) and State Hwy 60 (east/west). Interstate 4 crosses the state 25 miles north of
Lake Wales, and both the Tampa and Orlando International Airports are approximately
one hour's drive away (www.maptech.com).
The Site Analysis shown in Figure 4.3 indicates the access form Bok Towers to
the entrance to Pinewood Estate. This is a small-unpaved red clay road with only one
sign. The other vehicular entrance to the estate is through the winding roads of Mountain
Lake Colony and has only a small sign by the entrance of the driveway.
On the east side of the property, by the red clay road, there is a pedestrian access
to Bok Towers. This entrance is very discreet and connects with a curved path into Bok
Towers Garden. It is not handicap accessible.
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4.1.3 Existing vegetation
Some of the prominent design criteria found in Phillips' planting plan #523, are still
present today, such as:
" The Italian Renaissance citrus grove
" The Moorish style east terrace enclosed by formal clipped hedges
" The English style west lawn surrounded with buffer vegetation
As described by Rudy Favretti in his Master Restoration Plan, over time, the
garden has been modified and only partially restored. Trees lined along the paths is all
that remains of the citrus grove, with lawn covering the rest of the area (Figure 4.4). This
does not conform to the original planting plan, nor reflect the designer's intention.
Susan Gammons, working as Horticulture intern at Pinewood during the spring of
2001, started to develop a plan with a detailed inventory of the current plantings in the
garden. Unfortunately, her internship was cut short, and the plant inventory is incomplete.
Because the garden was barely maintained from 1945 to 1985, as well as the
many freezes in 1940, 1958, and 1980's, many plants from Phillips' planting plan do not
exist today (Spain 1990). Only a few oak trees, palmetto palms, cypress pine and longleaf
pines remain.
Gammons, in a letter to the author, described the current landscape as composed
of magnolias, mondo grass, camellias, sagos, yaupon holly and azaleas, that evoke a
Charleston, in South Carolina, feel. Phillips and Buck shared a passion for using plant
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Figure 4.4 - Comparison of past and present views on the east side of the house
The above figure is a view of the East Terrace circa 1993, taken from the Buck family
videos provided by Bok Tower Gardens. The figure below is the view of the citrus grove
today taken by the author.
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material that exhibits more color, like hibiscus, poinsettias, oleanders, amaryllis, agaves,
yuccas, roses, bougainvillea, petunias, ornamental bananas, and silk oak.
The overlay shown in Figure 4.5 compares the current vegetation, as inventoried
by Gammons, with Phillips' planting plan from 1931. This shows how different the plant
material is today, and how little of the original planting still remains. Many of the fruit
trees, such as avocados, pomegranates, dwarf blueberries, wild lime, pitcher plant, tree
ferns, jacaranda, palm grass, bamboo, and cotoneasters no longer exist.
Today, the garden is more formal around the house. The original vines that
covered some of the walls are no longer there. The original color scheme that included
shades of red, pink, and white is not longer present (Gammons 2001).
The current conditions of the west lawn are:
" The vegetation in the buffer zone around the west lawn is overgrown and
needs to be cleaned out
" The woodland path, as shown on the original plan, is mostly gone, and
only a small portion remains around the pond
" The pond vegetation is over grown and needs to be replaced
" The wildflower garden no longer exists. In its place, there is the so-called
native garden, which is not very attractive
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CHAPTER 5
5.1 Site and Period of Significance
In order to establish a criterion for the restoration of the estate and what period
should it be restored to, Guidelines for Treatment of Culture Landscape was used. The
following aspects of the site were taken into consideration:
" Consciously designed by a landscape architect: William L. Phillips was the local
representative for the Olmsted Brothers firm in Lake Wales, when he was retained
by Charles A. Buck to prepare the landscape plan for the Pinewood Estate.
" Associated with significant persons: Charles A. Buck was, at the time, the
president of Bethlehem Iron Company, and had a special interest in the
horticulture of trees and flowers. He also collected exotic seeds and plants from
South America (Spain 1991).
" Reflects a cultural/historical trend in landscape architecture: In 1930, while the
country was going through an economic depression, Mountain Lake Colony was
thriving. Phillips designed many gardens in the Colony during this period. His
design approach at Pinewood was to preserve as much of the existing longleaf
pines, native to the site, while experimenting with exotic plant material, as was
the trend at the time.
5.1.1 Period of significance
The most significant period in the garden was when Charles A. Buck visited the
estate every winter from the 1930's to mid 1940's. Being a knowledgeable and dedicated
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plants man, he was more interested in horticulture than were the subsequent owners.
From 1945 to 1985, the later owners provided minimal attention and only basic
maintenance to the garden (Wallace 1991).
Based on the information from the planting plan #523 submitted by Phillips in
1931, correspondence between Buck and Phillips about the landscaping plans (Appendix
A), and the Buck family movies taken at Pinewood, the period that best reflects the
design intentions and the owner's dedication, is around 1935-1940 (Wallace 1991).
5.1.2 Recommended Treatment
As in McKee Botanical Garden, many of the historic features are no longer there.
Almost none of the original plant material is left today. What was once a garden with
masses of flowers, such as amaryllis, petunias, snapdragons, azaleas, bignonia vines,
jacaranda, is no longer there (Wallace 1991).
The change in use of the property will have great influence in the treatment that
best focuses on preserving the original fabric. Since the property was acquired by the Bok
Tower Foundation, its purpose changed from a private garden, used only for a very
limited time every winter, into a place open to the public for seasonal tours that run from
October to mid-May, as well as meetings, lectures, chamber concerts, and other special
events.
Since the property has a new use, of the four treatments under The Guidelines, as
outlined in the Case Study, only rehabilitation gives the opportunity to conduct minimal
changes in the space, its features and spatial relationships to make possible an efficient
contemporary use without destroying the historic fabric. In such focus, the garden can be
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transformed into an educational tool for visitors to be able to establish a connection to the
past.
The garden has evolved from a sunny garden into a shady garden with beautiful
oak trees (Quercus virginiana) acquiring historic significance of its own, and shall be
retained and preserved. By using rehabilitation, this treatment allows to replace shaded-
out under story with more shade-tolerant species.
5.2 Program
The program describes how the physical facilities of the Pinewood Estate should
serve. The mission statement of Bok Tower Foundation serves as guideline to arrive at a
program that fulfills the garden's intended purpose and functions.
Mission Statement
"The mission of Bok Tower Gardens, which is incorporated as The Bok
Tower Gardens Foundation, Inc., a non profit operating foundation for
'educational, charitable, literary and scientific activities' is to perpetuate
the dream of its founder and friends, to present mankind with 'a spot
which would reach out in its beauty to the people, and fill their souls with
the quiet, the repose, the influence of the beautiful,' and through tree,
shrub, flowers, birds, superb architecture, the music of the bells, and the
sylvan setting" provide for visitors a retreat of natural beauty, a refuge for
the bird, and a place for the student of Southern plant and bird life." (Bok
Tower Gardens)
5.2.1 Objectives
As a result of the previous research and analysis, the history of the property, and the
existing conditions, the following specific aims were developed:
" Protect and preserve this historically significant design as an educational tool for
future generations
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" Reinforce the original intent of the designer
" Create new uses compatible with the preservation of the historic character to
attract more people to the garden, and establish a better connection with the
community
" Design a small picnic area by the pond that can also be used for educational
purposes, such as poetry classes or watercolor painting
" Minimize the impact of new plant material on the existing ground
" Use the site as an endangered plant species laboratory
" Create a potential venue for special events, such as writers retreats
" Offer educational opportunities in garden programming such as botany,
horticulture, garden design, environmental issues and local and Florida history
5.2.1.1 Landscape Objectives
" Restore missing features from the selected period of significance, like the
woodland path in the west lawn
" Recreate buffer zones around the property lines according to the original planting
plan, to visually isolate it from the adjoining roads
" Replace longleaf pines according to Phillips' planting plan
" Develop a landscape design that is reasonable to maintain, but compatible with
the historic landscape design
" Follow the design intent of Phillips, but adapting it to current day practices by:
o Using non-invasive planting
o Using more shade-tolerant planting
o Using plants that do not require excessive maintenance
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" As in Bok Tower, provide a habitat for birds and butterflies
" Enhance the existing pond by:
o Adding visually attractive planting materials
o Adding water lilies to improve water quality and add color
o Thinning out existing trees to allow more light into the pond
o Eliminating invasive and overgrown vegetation
5.2.1.2 Access and Circulation Objectives
" Improve the pedestrian linkage from Bok Towers Gardens to Pinewood Estate
" Develop a handicap accessible woodland path around the west lawn, allowing
access similar to Phillips' plan
" Create interpretive walk with different points of interest around the trail
" Create different points of interest along the path
" Design a parking area for special events, with capacity for 30 vehicles
" Create a buffer zone around the parking area, so it is not visible from the house
" Provide a fully accessible path from the parking area to the entrance to the house
" Create a new discreet service entrance in the south side through the buffer zone
for easy access for trucks and trash pick-up
5.3 Conceptual Design Description
Figure 5.1 illustrates the proposed conceptual design for the Pinewood Estate
gardens. Because rehabilitation was selected as a treatment, the main features that define
the spatial organization are maintained and complemented with elements that respect the
overall pattern in the cultural landscape.
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Figure 5.1 - Conceptual design diagram
Source: Drawing by the author
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The new use is intended to complement the spatial organization based on the
historical documentation. The Italian Renaissance style citrus grove is designed on an
extended axis, in order to tie in the proposed parking lot and vegetable garden, and
establish a connection with the house.
The vegetation in the buffer zones and the citrus grove should be restored since
most of it is missing. These should be compatible with the habit, form, color, texture,
bloom, fruit, fragrance, scale, and context of the historic vegetation. The color scheme
and the variety of plant material should reflect Charles A. Buck's passion for horticulture.
The restoration of the pond is very important, not only because it is a focal point
on the main axis, but also because in Phillips' designs water was a prominent feature to
reflect light and its surroundings (Jackson 1990). Creating an area of activity is important
to both, draw attention, and provide a reason for maintaining it.
A new pedestrian circulation following Phillips' design intent will be established.
The fully accessible trail in the west lawn will adapt to the new requirements while
preserving its historic character. The intent is to connect the house with the pond and a
small picnic area, while forming a loop that will allow the visitor to enjoy the entire
garden.
5.4 Master Plan Description
The proposed Master Plan for the rehabilitation of Pinewood Estate is illustrated
in Figure 5.2, and can be described in terms of three basic components:
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A. Land Use: establishes the location, size, and relationships of the various activities
that will occupy the property. The master plan proposes that the existing structure of
gardens be continued and expanded. The new use of the property is integrated with
Phillips' design criteria.
The proposed parking area for 30 vehicles is located on the northeast corner of the
property, with its main access from the service road adjacent to Bok Tower Gardens. It
follows an axis already established in Phillips' plan as a secondary circulation, and serves
as a vehicular connection to the existing main driveway. This location does not interfere
with or disrupt the gardens. It is connected to the house with a new extended axis
complementing the existing pattern of avenues and roundels, as in Phillips' design of the
Italian Renaissance citrus grove. In order to minimize the amount of hard surfaces, turf
parking will be used (Figure 5.3).
On the south side of the parking area, new dense buffer vegetation will be created
to minimize the visual impact of this area from the house and gardens. Adjacent to this
buffer zone, a new vegetable community garden that reflects the same use as in Charles
A. Buck's time is proposed, but has a new purpose, that is to establish a closer
relationship with the community.
The service drive west of the garage will be modified to provide three parking
spaces for the handicapped. This location is very convenient because of its direct access
to the house and the gardens.
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B. Access and circulation: The main vehicular access from Mountain Lake Colony to
the house will be retained. From the driveway, leading north, the access to the parking
area is improved, maintaining the character and scale of the property. The service
entrance on the east side of the driveway will be enclosed with vegetation to prevent the
view when the visitors come in the driveway (Figure 5.4).
The pedestrian circulation from Bok Towers Gardens is through the citrus grove
located on the east side of the property. The avenues connect to the circles or to the main
entrance of the house.
Since the house is located on the same level as the garden, there is a close
connection of the east terrace with the frog fountain and the grotto. The proposed
woodland path starts from the east terrace and leads the visitor around the west lawn.
This path is built on a stabilized crushed stone surface for ease of circulation (Figure 5.5).
The trails, as included in Phillips' original design, have certain areas that would
not meet the minimum requirements for handicap access, due to the substantial change in
elevation of the existing garden. The proposed trails address this issue, in addition to
retaining Phillips' design intent, by following a main path substantially similar to the
original, but adapting to some of the existing vegetation, complemented by secondary
trails that stem from the main one to allow for a longer development and therefore a
handicap accessible slope of 4.5% or less. The secondary trails will also give the visitor
the opportunity to enjoy more varied and densely vegetated areas of the garden. The trail
on the south side of the property will be extended from the original design towards the
house, to complete the loop and allow for a connection to the east terrace garden.
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C. Landscape Form: the landscape proposed for the garden can be defined in
different zones:
" The citrus grove and tropical fruit trees: The existing citrus trees on the southeast
side will be preserved and complemented, according to Phillips planting plan
#523, with different variety of citrus such as orange, grapefruit, lemon, tangelo
and fruit trees such as loquat, as shown in Figure 5.6.
The citrus grove on the northeast side has a different variety of citruses combined
with very different trees such as eucalyptus, acacias, litchi, and jacaranda.
" The vegetable garden: The vegetable garden shall be planted especially for
children to create awareness of the environment.
* The buffer vegetation on the north and east boundaries: This area should be
restored with cypress pines, carolina cherry, and silk oak according to Phillips'
planting plan.
* The west lawn: In this area the existing landscape is preserved and enhanced with
different points of interest compatible historic landscape design composed of:
o The wild flower garden: this is a very important element to restore the
color missing in the garden. The agaves and the ground cover are
elements that should be restored. Some of the flowering trees such as
the silk oak, bottlebrush, acacias, and camphor would add color to this
area. The existing native longleaf pines are preserved and the missing
according to Phillips' planting plan should be added.
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o The pond: Cabbage palms, wax myrtle, oak trees and yaupon holy are
predominant trees around the pond area. As shown in Figure 5.7, the
existing vegetation will be thinned out to allow more light in this area
and water lilies will be planted in the pond to add more color and
reinforce the pond as focal point attracting visitors down to this area.
o The bamboo area: Since this area is right behind the pond, the
restoration of the bamboo area is important, since its add the tropical
look Buck was so fond off. It is very attractive and a good buffer
vegetation.
o The Callitris verrucosa trees on the north side of the trail: as the trail
takes the visitor around the garden, the callitris verrucosa trees are an
important element in Phillips' design, since it reflects the
Mediterranean look, so popular during that time, and therefore should
be restored (Figure 5.8).
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Figure 5.7 Proposed view of the pond area
Source: Drawing by the author
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CONCLUSION
Historic landscapes are cultural resources as important as historic buildings and
districts; they are an expression of a particular timeframe, cultural richness, and a
changing relationship with the environment. Unfortunately, historic buildings have a
greater survival rate than cultural landscapes since nature is ephemeral and constantly
changing.
This thesis provided a landscape plan that will rehabilitate the Pinewood Estate to
its historic integrity in order to retain and reflect its past. Of the four preservation
strategies established in the Guidelines for Treatment of Culture Landscapes,
rehabilitation was determined the most appropriate for this thesis project. The period
chosen to rehabilitate the garden that best reflects Phillips' design criteria, was when
Charles A. Buck visited the estate every winter from the 1930's to mid 1940's. Through
this rehabilitation process, all significant features were retained and preserved while
permitting improvements that allowed for contemporary use of the garden, such as
handicap access and additional parking. The physical change will help the potential
growth and preservation of the estate in the future.
Retaining and preserving the Mediterranean Revival style accomplished the
primary goal of rehabilitation. William Lyman Phillips achieved in this garden an
important synthesis of his own eclectic style, incorporating diverse stylistic elements such
as the Chinese moongate, and the English picturesque with follies that frame the vistas,
construed with Moorish and Italian Renaissance garden elements. In order to bring back
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the Mediterranean look, the Callitris verrucosa trees and tropical vegetation is restored
according to his planting plan.
Being involved from the beginning in the site planning of the estate gave him the
opportunity to take into consideration the existing vegetation and the best views from the
house. He enhanced vistas so that the estate seems more expansive than the actual 7.59
acres. The backbone of his design is the use of the axial vistas defined by focal points
such as the pond. Through this research, this area is redesigned with new uses and
interest points inviting the visitors to connect with nature.
This rehabilitation attempt through this thesis recognized William L. Phillips'
inspirational, peaceful, inviting garden as complement to the activities normally carried
out at Bok Tower Garden, but within a more intimate environment.
The garden of Pinewood Estate combined with the numerous other Phillips work
throughout Florida, constitutes an important body of work in the history of American
landscape architecture.
FUTURE RESEARCH
Continued research should be undertaken to help maintain Pinewood's estate as
sustainable despite the vagaries of the economy.
The documents of Olmsted Job #6023 are located in the Library of Congress in
Washington; D.C. (Appendix E) should be electronically accessible. This file contains
besides the plans and drawings, the correspondences between the Olmsted firm and the
client. This is valuable information since they explain the design intent and details used
in the project.
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Since Phillips and Buck were so involved in horticulture and introduced exotic
plant material from different countries, more research should be done on plant material
and horticulture practices during that period, to avoid invasive species such as cherry
laurel or brazilian pepper to take over. This information should be used to decide what
plant material should be restored according to the planting plan #523.
People involved in the maintenance of the garden during Charles A. Buck times,
such as friends or descendents that frequented the estate, family members, former
horticulturist Susan Wallace and David Price, director of Bok Tower Gardens should be
contacted.
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APPENDIX A
Letters from William Lyman Phillips to Charles A. Buck. 1929-1932
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ly greatost dirensicu =m4 by tza ooolormatacs of the smrao,n
-'ouAld altost certc.n1 prodaue an effect Of witfit it seem desire-
able therefore to doride a house pla hiih 'onld relato both to tt.
distant tiews and the near view (It.. to the long aie of the lott,
but having its doinant mwse related to the latter.
2- Tt e oatlack from the hi,*tr levels of the lot,sq'
above the 2S5 foot ontour,Is 4lstinatl less interesting than
at lw4er levels cwtog to the fact that at the hl(*er levels the
views both of the distant landscape and of the lomur parts of
the lot itaolf) arv blookod off by the tope of the pine trees,
whareau at loi= ebratione (bogioning at about the 275 foot contour)
you lok out under tho tree t6iD. bet'nen the truns of the pines,
This 3assidaration loads me to think that the westerly side of the
house should be 270 tOO feet from the uppor roadand that the
house floor in that location choald be as close to the existing
surface as ea4a7nie nt.
There ho-ald be a drIno outrance from the upper road,
takin off it at as low a potit (as far to the north) as the exist-
Ing trees will permit. A second drive eotering from the relocated
Corporntion road and rurming close to your cortherly boundary syppairo
to bo worth oooideoriug. It should proVe to be oonvenientoould bo
'ndo a feature of interestand would be useful for:surface dlhagm. f
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4- The best general soheme for the place appears to be to
treat the area below the house as a broad informal 1a, keeping all
formal areas and formal arrangements of trees{ such is a citrus grove)
above the house terrace, The informal lam ooald be enclosed by planted
borders of generous ridth and considerably enriched in detail as by
a liberal scatcering of jalmas and flowering trees and shrubs on the
inner oidetho mass of the plantings being made up of native plants.
On the northerly and southerly sides those borders may for the most part be
dense enour to prevent passers-by from looking in. n. the southerly
aida,Ihowever,tere the adjoirnW property belongs to the Sncotuary and
will be raintained in a park-like conditiou,or at least upon cad on-
built on, it vomld be loicoal not to express any definite boundary but
to rdopt a morging treatment,as by a scattering of live oaks,partly on
your lot,partly on the Sanctuary landthe latter being planted by the
hanotuney as oul& dwubtless be arranged for.
Ly study is prssented arsinly as an espresaion of the kind
of rranAgeent that results from en attempt to roonase in planning
the controlltng conditions and considerations as set forth above. In
so tar ag the treatomnt of the lower part of the lfls conedrned .'
do not believe that further study is likely to evolve anything aubstan-
tially iffoernt,and I think we could sifoly proooed to woric up plant-
ing plans and do esor planting this su=ner, '2 could even establish a
oentipedo grass lavrn,for on the lower part of the lot there apears to
by no grade chnzges in prospect other than the obliteration of the
abandoned road,'hioh work is now Wing done. If you lflw the idaa of
the reel or pond st the lower end- of tbw lot--and it strikes me that a
bit of water there wo:ld b & very attractivo foatare-- te could go
shead -'ith that.
in the pla'ain& or the house aad of the grounds 1.mediately
about it thero are more possibilities of variants. 2he othame I have
drwn up suggests one way of reoognizing the controlling conditions as
descdibed. It ekhibits the relation of the dominant Mas to the long
axis of the lot,ths briniring of yho total hmume fc7ass into relation to
the southerly viove by running out a wing to the uorthwostrand the
reconoiliation of the obliquity of the house to the boudaries of the
upper part of the lot by means of more or lose formal araas of irrogular
shape. the troublesors point in this solution is the b-nflirg of the
entrance court. The slope of the ground and the dosireability of keeping the
house at a minimont gvade,as disoa.sed above under heading 2),leads to
a difference of grade between the entrance court and the first floor of
the house,a difference of 6 foot in the present schemfe. .he drive and the
back side of the forecourt would be out into the surfaeo,tho aides of the
out being held by retaining walls in order to avoid grading down on the
pine trees. Yy thoufht is to carry this walling around the south and west
sides of the ooart,tying it on tot ho house by the roofet entrance
passage and by contact with the garden structure marked "solarium" om
plan,whioh is in turn conneoted to t a house by on arcade. iTq/paoo
between the oourtyard rall and the ling rooi,enclosed on the south
by the arcade and solarium,oould be treated as a shady patio. The space
betwoan tho courtyard wall and the house north of the entrance would be
a drying yard,service coaurt,sta. This sort of thing is capable of being
worked up into .a very picturesque amod pleasant composition.
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The procise form taken by tho hoxta pian =s mn g
on C general plan for the gpouwdsand this partloWr problem pns sts
sQ May possibilitties for itearestlg adaptation to sitethat it .
to me it woulA be well to Wal in £8 arohitt this smnt and have his
ske same prnlimfary audes mua tbovgh you do not catelate build.
Ing this Par. In general the bul.ugv at Mt.DfAe an put up undo too
great preunre t 1y are ptorisoad late in the winter soasosdeslgs&
In a hurry and nmshed into ocstruotlcaa th4h has to be dome in a gnjat
rash in order to have them ready for DaOWs the next vtuter. Mmt
is little or no ohann for collaborativo platuing by owneraroitefl,
and landscape architeot. lour prent intenat4c Otce an fpportmnity
for more thorou going proooedmeanS one a bttwt,mo interesting
result. ?artbormo e o miet,it we Gould Bttle = a house plat hls
suawrootend the plating nearer to the hone site than we would &" to
do if the house ware left in question. If yci an. IlULs I acat4 Uti
to invite 1r.CRttit to oellsborate.on some prnlniaay Studies for
the house, Mr zit wqe"ae y, uq recllf t I arulitgp (r Er.$taflq!y
house. I t24ck he is more liely to take a liberal and ao-opratIV
attituds in problems of this sort than any of the other arohiteocts who
a"f doing work at Nt.iaLka.
I should of course apjreciato =7 expression of yOr rew
actions to the plan,a& any 14&ioAtion of your wishes in reoar4 to
pnflinary deralopmnta.
Slzcbrely ycars,
(Signi d) ;7, L ,hilips
Copy to Brookline
Calsf.
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Mr ,d. A .fluck
iht chlohocPa.
Lamar r.lBuek,
I am ploaced to loarn that you likod th oclioarw,
for your plaao at 9t.Lnke and crr ditpoood to concider it fur-
thcr. I have vritton to r.Wait dosaribing the probletz to him
and askinr, him to- sand ycrt- direct the inforinatiornou desire
regapdig; his teen.
Our Urn charges are not usually mado on a fixod
fte or aorcuntag.,e basie,but are dotormined according to the coot
to UtMi ofrico of' rendering srvioo on each 3ob;thoy are ossoentially
por day or por hour oho'eros for principals and asalatante plua
out o:f noocot oxpenson. I consider taat our billa on 2:t.lzko
work during tho construction period will not normlly oxcoed
101. of tho cost; that is to etV,on a job Cot ,hio1% aontrnctor&
bills amount to ;30,000 our bills should not be 'core thiu 43,000.
I spify "Onrina the ocontruotion pAriod" beonuco there are
aovoral plcan *rOeo we havo remained in a sort of supervisory
position and i ttoso cases our ohrjes have a lcoo obvious re-
latlou to outlayn tvmt may " 7nd0 auboaqunot to tho Initial
dove . zr ont.
I -,ad inwasod,by oomparin* the eize and charaotor
of ;your laycut with other jobo done at 2t.Lalcthat the workc
indicato! by 4an 50OIoutulda of tho roofed atruaturgesould
Cost ubott £25,000. 'Toivar,artor runnin; through a rough east-
1: znto of the plsx,,I conoludo twat $35,000 would be moro nearly
the i rure. You will of ouairao apiruecate the pro-alonat naxturo
of the plan aad tho fact that this is a very ap"oxl 8ato 'tirato.
I or 0closir4 a oopy of it so that you rmy seno hu the costo
are diatrlbutd and In what viny reductions in.nxpenditure would
afvoct ti character of the layout,
In the planting eetirnto I hYa1o Made fairly liberal
Llearmptiona rogf;rding the extont of planting and oiza of rsaterial,
brut .tthin; extrordinary. --ho planting prograa would bo roduood
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uorruwhat as to extent and as to site of catoriaor it could
be incroaoed. Your prcference must be the eupdo thorothOuah
it to fair to point out that we have a sizable az'oa to treat,
as lots o at .t.Lakeand it is bound to involve coneidorable
oxen)se to d o the job in a thorough-going wty.
It it is possblo to cono to fundamental dooisions
soon so tirnt we could do uomo planting this Fall I can too
adratniou in doing so.'all and "inter planting is decidedly
thue beat and most economical for almost evorythini exce;t
pal:ns and if w9 asomar you intend to build for wccuancy in
the season 1930-31 you wculd be able to eon to- a fairly well-
ostablirthed place.
31coroly youre,
($ignod) ,!lL.Phillins
Copy to Brookline
Calif.
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Box 636,Lake ales,fla.,uot50, 1 929.
Mr.O.ABizk,
Bethlehem,Pa.
Dear Mr. Buc,
Anting upon your letter of Oot.Tth we have worked
out a general planting scheme (#50Z enclosed herewith) for the
lower part of your lotand on a separate sheet(# 503) have ind-
icated the parts of that scheme which seem worth while to under-
take )i s Fall.
The latter plan contemplates creating with relative
promptness a fairly continuous border of native shrubs and trees
around the southerl and lower westerly edges of the propertg. To
this border, in a subsequent operation or at such times as you se.
fit,wa d be added palms and various other trees and shrube and
tmall *te of sorts appropriate to increase the variety and rich-
ess of form and color in the plantation. This proceduro is based
on the fact that borders nado up solely of nursery stock t0 slow
to take on appreciable height and bulk and are relatively expensive.
By planting a framework of collected material at this time of year
we get.by the oex season a substantial and impressive-looking
growth,and we orateFoobditios of grownd shads and wild proteo-
tion favorable to the growth of all plants in the groupbag. Some of
the. things in tho plantings of native material are to be regarded
tainly as nurse plants$ they will become displaood or suppressed
by stronger-growing elements as time goes on,but until suppressed
they contribute their share to the amelioration -of cultural condi-
tions--for most plants prefer the company of others--and they serve to
cover the bareness of the groun&,whih is such a disagreable feature
of imrature massing,.
On plan 503 you will notice that the mass plantings
are indicated by a key number followed by a quantity number, as i1-1,
which means Carolina Cherry 15 plants. Individual plants are indicat-
ed by a toy nmber in a circle. Uimumbered circles scattered throug
the beds designate locations for trees to be planted later in general
accordance with plan 502, and space will bo left for them in the first
planting.
I consider it desirable to undertal0 this preliminary
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planting this fnll because I have found that plantings of oollected
material do betier under Fall planting than at any other season.
-Ts estimato the cost of carrying out plan 503,with irri;'ation
pipes as indicated,to be as follows;
Clearing and grading .---- - ;400.00
Plants - ----- ---------- 1100.00
Labor,fertil1sars,nalch,eto. "- 630.00
Irrigatioa 18tm --- - I00,00
Total $ 3930.00
This is not a guranteod estimate but we have gone over the
plane with the !t.LE1Ce Corporation planting depaitment and believe
that the work can bo done satisfactorily within the total coat named.
I have not included any grass planting in this estimate be-
cause there seems to be no advantage in planting grass durin,, the next
two or three months.
.eferring to your suggestion that certain areas be covered
with -ild flowers instead of grass; We have done a certain amount of
exper inanting along that line but have never evolved anything very
satisfactory or interesting. The native flora appears to be poorly
adapted to such uses,aad the oharacter of maintenance needed to pre-
serve any speoific qualities in a semi-mild ground cover is apparently
beyond the comprehension of the class of labor we have available. We
have tried. leaving areas of existi-g native herbacious grothmore or
less separated off from kept lawns by shrub plantings, That trebaent
cannot be said to be thoroughly satisfactorg either; there is a tend-
enay to substitute lawn nooner or later. The finer flowering plants
are too inferior in quantity to the ocarser,weedlike grasses and other
plonte,or too undepcedable in ooourrenoe,or do not bloom in the winter,
so that the effect io too apt to be shabbyness. I should be glad to
nrke further expgr pqtssay withlg.,tt ireaa Qutlinod in 1ed on the
print of plan 502,but I should expect that the attainment of a worth-
while effect would require an unusual aMunt of attention from myself
and my assistant-in other words I should expect that such a treatment
would be considerably more costly than a lwn troatnent.
Inauafmch as we propose to defer the lawn planting till late winter
there is no necessity of deciding on the wild-flowr effect at this time.
All wa need to know is -h'ther or not you care to have us go ahead. on the
work as estimated above.
Yours very truly,
(Signed) W.L.Phlups
copy to Brookline
Calif.
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Box 6£6,Ioke ialea,Fla.,Apr?.91O30
lfrO.A.Thack,
Jethlehem, ln.
"ear r.Bnuk,A
I have your lathtr of Apr28 in regard to the
one-time fountain of Santiago.
It is hard to form an opinion of the effect of the
fountain *tthotzt a photograh of the ftle thing,but £ 3udge
from what 1re.Serrano says that it mtnigt be out of scale for
your place. The pool alone might be ueed,thougo the plan as it
stands sug-rosts no obvious poeition for it,but getting such heavy
stones tr'nsported here and setting them up would probably in-
volve very high ooast for a find of effect that conld be obtained
at -uch less exvenss in some other way.
I have bad the additional planting of the lower part
of the let stuked out but have not yet authorized the work to
proceed beeauso I havn't had a chance to check it over personally
on th' gro in d.
Zit's drawings for the house wore most interesting.
Oongr-tulation.
I duly received your letter or Apr.IIth and will take
care of the tingjonoo when they arrive.
Ye had : rainy April and aro nsev well into the usual
hot wry ;aythoul4i there is : prevailing east wind wvhich 4lves
a delightful aoA undertone to the weather. I notice that avocadlos
hereabout tave set fruit quito abundantly tis year and ren anxioae
t: try out the hole list on your place.
Sincerely yuurs.
s/w.L.Thillirs
Cony to Brookline
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IaOZ 656,tAke anles,fIa.,July I 15430.
3ethlehem, Pao
Dear Wr.s2ook,
I have your letter of the 12th with the copy of
your letiter of the same tate to r.UH*2dlaran confirming the
acceptance of five lsrge Camellias. There is always a place for
these fCic plants and thouns I have not selected locations far
theinot having; as yet ,one into the details of plantin; near
the housewhere it would preasably bn best to use themyou
ma3 cor-t en my attention to this mtter. The actual plating
IOuld be done very late in the ye.r,not before n)ecember certain-
ly.
'Zhq plans for plantinQ the lover part of the lot
here been carried out with the exception of the borders and
toeritory inmediately about the pond. The concreting of the
pond*was campieted last neec,awd Stibler will nov finish up
there as soon as he can. I am well pleased with the prospect-
ive ff.cot of the pond treatment for that end of the lot. It
seerts to be just what wos needed to make an interesting landa
seope compoition out of what would otherwise be a tame ee.
the ltoer border plimtings,by the vay,uquestionably show good
effects from the liberal malchin and fertilizantion iven them
earlier in the year. ~:e aamne co Ald be Baid of Yr. tareylP.
Progtess n grading around the houes has oeen delay-
0d by work on ee +s pools ind dry 'ells and other aotivities of
the house oontrator. dat that is notrin' to be conoerne' about.
. S4 not unally i-dertatoe to 'finish up the grounds near the
hovise u til the builders are substantially through with their
Work. I should think w ousht to <;e 'ible to ;mt on to the plnut-
in of the trper pirt of the lot in >opteiber.
I have been ureaning to ~of sone crogrese pitotes Of
the place mut ihat. with the aonnt'.nt sostmble to :cee~v x; with
ltr2Otiy preoain? taako I hase not boen able to got arouni to
it. I pwomiIe to do that howevor,nft twoty soon.
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thrOuitcht tMxe' year in !rioridkrnet bet; ase atl - tec-on;i Are tn-
dlfferently K:Od but b iAUsf 'n coan ryet ur; wit It and it pro-
ventst pOM g iT) of nork in EAnt tud F'all. :Sa pl:nts hate
'&finitrely bost meonis Car a-tflttflg a Cr s ( inter) *2b1b-y salti
(mms er) Wn:ll;as t;inLoe). t P ve soe its oM, at all timns
of the ;arYEt mner is oleael cav poorest bec ue of the
occurence of reeds4 of intndct dry hnthlch is injurioaa to
t ne ow lush arowth -mil thit mRahaie d bark. "hem troan hve
peA oti of na sh growth , hardming at intorral OF a few ;oeks
"nd it seems to be the :'im to ator them juot bafore a "triad of
cvTth. 'robably th: ber tire to move thrim is just before the
s lring blom breakooic lh corresponds tith the foretoing eul anld
also ives yo sire frait tihe next ""int or. ?or the grneral run
of liants,esracially oollegte mater1i ,the cooler months are '
uest,arnd I .i e :all pl ntin bet;ot* thin liprinr7. Then ther is
loen -iltin'r anti bnric Injury than in mmer and the plants have
t OhIxfnCe to ra&e root gromth ready to at.st of the norM l ,pring
i'rwthe of acarneCron the point Gi' flitw of the "Anter resident,
IC ti oan et his pFating done In spring he baz r.orc to ahow by
the iert winter than it he delays till ?all,but as betvween July
and *r.ctober there is little to be &glaea by the formnur exoopt
that the 1or i' s Qtte) OUt of te ay.
I have not changed the -lane you Saw last 'rinter {ci.cept
in vory minor dtaller the quixtities and ozc~t prlcing of inn
dividul. pltnts. I imtend soon to reilw tho plmnting ,-Chme
for the upree ptrt of the lot and to onei :er more oltoely the
arrori eNpstts near the house,and will let you have coiew of nny
now pl-n.
cferitarv to :;Ote Dt 0i7Vytun,lt "'wbi indoeo be a
plo-aqre to '7isit yoQ at 9etulIeitOhm,1lt I 6o not see :koh chance
to het xy from hare -T -ll thin omrer.IC I io .'<o :forth R
c all no: eail to czmunioate 14itv you.
'ith kindest resrds,
JAneen ly yO')ts,
@p 6w to Brookline
Calif.
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Mr.O. A.Duok,
Hethiebesa,Ia.
Dear )fr.uaok,
rour letter of the 2d was duly received. I - glad
to know that the tizajones are on the my. It ma beeas you say.
difficult to place ten of them,but we oar cross that bridge when
we ame to it.
There are several questions I at to takt up with
you. I will number my pangralaa for reference.
, I hare been sttdying hard of late on the treatment of
the ground east o! .the house a somth of the drive turn. the
om r was going on last Spring Involved a terraoo plane and two
banks parallel with the hooem. I have haA it graded .out and it does
not look promesingit dos tot compose noll with the evrroundi s.
One feels the need of a larger flat area at the house floor level,
wide enough to bring both the center hall and the living room porch
into relation with the same ground space unit,and the need of inshing
the flatarsa strongly into the hill. I have worled out a new scheme
for this area which is abho is relation to the aol. placs on the
enolosed goneral studyjoO$10,and in some detail on the enclosed
plan isos09. I have also worked it out by means of a m6el.and on
the modal it certainly locks very goodg I regret that the photos
of it I have gotten so fax do not give a good entut idea of it to
warrant me in sending them to y. The idea is to create a wedge-
shaped flat area.thc sloping side of rich would play into the
aay line. above the grouzds,and.frm ,the porchlead the eyt to e
terminal feature on the atis of the hall.ere would be a sisable
piece of paveamnt near the house ( for tutdoor oonfezmnoes,as qt
Rr.Starkey's) and the whole thing would be quite heavily shaded by
en a big live oetall seedling crangss,big date alms,ACamol
maaracatbg,eto.,and snoh shrubs as could either be kept below or
above eye leveliso that the effect wolnd be informal and intricate,
and yet the piae would be oomprehended as a single unit. Tie effect
of thrusting into the hillside would be aoaeutuated by a grotto at
the upper end~a roundishrockmlined pit overbucg with ahrabskept
damp and mowmy by a -single fine jot breaking in the air above its
ther cild be a pool,and a "sprin"a which ooald be operated on
oooasiona.
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2. I am somewhat at a loss to present this scheoe to you
in the proper light,because I am afraid it looks on paper t oo
toral, and gilrdenesque for your tastes,nd appears to have too
much " constrGtion" about it, in reality it could be as free and easy
as YOU please. Te main objectiwn.as I see itwould be that for
about three years it would look pretty biant and bare. That temporary
effect could be mitigated by having grass instead of pavonats and
gravel walks at the start sad only putting them In after a fairly
sha4y condition had been altaineda Grass hwever as a perm&08at floor
would be quite inconsistent with that kind of design.
S, Ve have also given study to what I am calling the
"dining room terraco-that part of the terrace which lies inside the
partition wall that soroons off the garage oourt. In general 07 cOn-
ceptioc of this has not changed. It is a simple turf panel,probably
with narrow flcwor borders on either siae,a low broad hedge on the
southerly side,and an interesting terminal at the outer and. The
terminal constitubes the main problem. on the third of the enclosed
plansto"5II, we have tried the Minese gate motive. You look through
an opening in the wall onto a dScorated @&to screen. The gate soreen.
in Cin ais used to keep out evil spiritas, uo can only travf in
a straight line,no that a simple detour is ena to keep them oat.
Aside from this very practical advantage the arrangement is intereetin
aesthetically since it mars a compoition with a great doel mare
relief and play of light and &ade than would be possible with a
simple panel on the wall. The decoration of the gato screen could be
done with colored tilos--I can get some quite good Mexioaz ones in
Tampand we oould have a squint of water rising from a tiled floor
between gate and screen. We could have a colored ligtzt,from a souroe
behind the walldireoteon the Jet.and another of different color
on the panel, which *t'*o give an exotic etfectjlooking out from
the dining room in the evening.
4. Another thing I have thought of for the terminal feature
is an aquarium set into the octagonal opening. That would be novel
and decorative by dyligbt,but especially so after dark,for ae could
have it lighted from behind so that the fish wouI be seen in ailh=u-
etto moving in a gloang field.
5. I figure roughly that the construotica work (wallseotc.)
on the dining room terrace could be done for about V3200. If we used
stonetile with a stucco wash ociy,whioh seems to a me quite appropriate,
we miftt do a little beter in cost. The construation in the garden-
lixe area back of the hosediaoussed in paragrapts I and 2,might cost
around ;6000. This brings me to the queasti on of how we stand on esti-
mates in general. On Oct.I,Il29 I gave you a total estimate amannting.
to T3S795.00-I m anolosing a copy qf this to sAve you the trouble
of digging it out of your files. One day last wintor when you were
in our office here I did some figuring on a scrap of paper.,which I
still bave.the total of which was $23,130. Uforta'ately I did not
note wtnt the Ites were,but It is pretty clear that I did not in-
clude sach items as the two mentioned at the head of this paragrapb.
or if so did not allov enough. 'y preant siring up of the 5ob I as
followst-
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61 Est Mate of Set. 6.I9$0
&rad,----------. ;2000.00
Gradingg flue- -.-... .... _ . .--- ._. 50000
Irriatin------....-. 000.00
Drive-------1640 sq.ydav $1.26 2050.00
1md - ------------ ---.... 1800.00
f1LIng r oom tsrrae--...-.--....._..... .. 3200.00
Last gwr 
-.-.....- 8-... 6000.00
V'est terraos,aizily paving,66b ue, ft. 336.00
liac. masory,stsps, etc. --- . '500.00
ltal V19380.00
The total of the planting estimates sat $12,I3.00,o lan asti-
matesZISO,whiub added to the above total gives a grand total of
$33,043.00,cloeely oomarable with the *stimate of Oot.I,1929.
7. The totals of the Mt.Laka Corporation charges to
July 75,1930 were ast follows;
Drive t red olay in place, truak time t o be added) $484.25
radng -- --... "--- . 541.56
Irrigation -....-.--- ---..-- 1864.10
p , -... .683.57 
_
Planting- ._...._.. ._.. .. .... _.,.- --- -- - - -- 4 i2,98
Total $ 8916.46
2hose figare looked reasaeable at that time. they had
al the clay on the drive,a large part of the rough grading uaV done,
the concreting of the pool was done, about 3/3'ds of the irrigation
was ±nasd the planting of the lower part of the grounda was largoly
done. Since July 15th we have been pashing along quite aotively,have
fixed up the mtrgin. of the pond,have added to the lower planting,
and have gojtan the lower Lwn fine graded to the point where grass
p-Asting can be started. We an going on up the north buary with
the border planting. A considerable amount therefore has boan spent
on the same area as reported on by July I5,but I think we are keep.
Ing within the estimates as tar as we have gone.
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s. If the total of the estirates as given in paragraph
6 is more than you want to spend we shall probably have to seea
a lees costly solution for the area just east of the house and sath
of the drive,whioh aculd be found by,eay,substituting a bank and
hedge for the wall on the southerly side and by reducog the paved
area.omitting edgings eta. Or we could aimplif/y th planting of the
hillside above the drive,where,as you reoall,we had a great vaiety
and considerable quantity of material,thouga none of it was large.
9. Notice that on the left hand side of the lower lawn
I have indicated a conaiderable "wild Mower" area. This was 4thing
which you originally proposed,and f mado an adverse report on it.
Since than We hae found two or three planta which are fairly satis-
factory in masses as groud oovers and I thin that by the liberal
use of them we oould do the triok. I am sure that the general co-
position of that part of the grounds will be better if we tan have
such a treatment. Anyhw I have had the grotmd grub-hoed instead of
cultivated,lsaing the lnpinu,pawpaws,gopher apples eto,and we will
try it out,.
10. Please let me nro what you think of all this,. I an
partbularly anxious to get settled on the design for the garden area
east of the house,not only because I would like to have the work
there started sonsbut because the layout of the grounds above $-
ponds on- it somethat,and because I need a little more dirt for fill-
ing which the aditioual excavation there would yield.
IIe In the event that you approve of the designssub-
ject to possible development in detailsthe question arises as to
hor to have the oonstrwtion work done. I have is mind your prefer-
enoe for lmp sum oontracts,and at the time time I oousider that
:iller would be the logical man to do the work. Not that giller would
not give me a IA p sum pricebut I have foad on several occasions
that he estimated rather absurdly high an my garden nalls,edgings,eto.
and I feal prettg confident that we should come off better if we let
hi go ahead on his coot plus ten percent method. There iu little
change of the men loafing on the job at this time of yearon saocont
of the general rush that is on. For any tile work I could place sep-
arate oontrats,payable by you direct. for odd things.suoh as the
grottoisolated stops.eto.,th Yt.Laka corparation will be more sat-
infactory.
I miait add that the place promises to have a very fine
and a very livable appoarance. Everyone.do=r to thr dirt-pushersis
enthusiastic about it.
Yours very truly,
Copy to Brookline s/ ',.L.Phillipe
Calif.
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r.C.A.Buck,
Be thlhem,Xa.
Dear Mr.Buok,
In my letter yesterday I meant to raise the
question as to wether or not there is any likelihood of
your eanting a tennis court. If there is such a likelihood
I think we had bet .r reserve a space for it somewhere,and
the best place,it seems to me,would be in the northeast
corner of the lot as shown on the enclosed sketch. It would
be out of the way there-that ic to say it would not spoil
any very valuable landscape effects--yet sufficiently convenient.
And it could be gotten in without cutting any pines.
?bis question affects our planting workeso I shall
be glad to have your opinion as loon as convenient.
There were one or two points about the estimates which
I should have explained more fully. I am planning to use an
asphaltic macadam treatment on the drive,with a brown pea gravel
surface. We hare not had experience here sufficient to enable us
to predict the cost eraotly,but tinderman thinrs it should not
cost more than Z1.25 per yard oomplete,tdich figure I used.The
ourbing,listed in my estimate of Oct.I,I929,would not be necessary.
You fl perhaps wonder why I allowed so muoh for
grading.52500,when I said that on July IS the rough grading ae
largely done,and yet they had charged only $541.00. That is be-
cause it has been my experience that grading entails a great
deal of fussing around after the approximately correct amoxnt of
dirt is in placeand is one of the most troublesome things to
get properly done here. I therefore made an ample allowance for
it.
she irrigation work will probably run quite a bit un-
der 9000,but I thought it safer to retain that figure.
Yours very truly,
Copy to Brookline - s/ W.L.Phllips
Calif.
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U.. A. Buoc,
:e thleh e.Pa.
Dear Ur.Buok,
Your adverse deaision on the covered walk and
arbor throw me somewhat out of gear on my garden plans. I bad
thought of that feature from the first as an essential element
in the conoeption of the house plan and layout and I dIS not
linediately see how to do without it.
However,after oonsiderable study I have cone to the
conclusion that a good-looking open arrangement can be mde.TlAt
conolusion has resulted in a revision of the garden plan as well
as of the entrance itself,and will no doubt require sOmo added
emphasis of the actual house portal,and it implies a good measure
of thAt delay in time for the growth of green screens instead of
rasonry ones tich you say you do not ob3ect to. I believe thoufo
that it will result in something quite satisfactory from a technical
viewpoint,aznd moe in line with sour tastes.
The enclosed pltns,having been made for working use,aro
not too good for explanatory purposos,but taken in connection with
the penoil sketch they ehould short clearly einout$l the proposed
treatment of the entranoe. A partition Ml wilI run out from the
house at about the height of a low larapet wall extending arouid
the upper part of the drive loop temr the latler is in fill, l
flight of steps flanked by posts with flwer pots on top will lead
don to the house. Bohiud the walls there will be high thick hedges
of oarolina Cherryor urange treesor whatever other vegetation is
needed for composition and to camplete the screening effectuatea in
pawt only by the walls. The walls themselves will oentually be
corered in large pert by vines; it ha not seeuvd possible to do
away with thom entirely because they are needed at points where the
layout in crowded for spaae,and needed also for compositional reasons.
I mean to say that beoause there is no obvious entrance point on the
house it is necessary to create one outside of it; and to do that
with simple forms we should at least use materills of the swue appear-
aas as the house walls.
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I am sending a copy of t14a ltterwith plana-tO Wit,and
am em lming beevith a copy of iz letter of this date to hi. I
have given the plana to GL.AtillerIno.,nd have only to give 002-
firatory orders to have the work started.
Sincerely yours,
5/ W.L.Phfllips
Copy to Broolife
Parsons,Wai t and Goodedll
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kr .A. Buck, .
Dethleheu,?ae
Dear kr.Duok.
MrStabler has seant m copies of your letters to
him of Dec. 19 and 26. I do not lmow what answer he has made to
these letters but ansn he vuotld like to have me coment on the
trees you mention.
Ioferring to the letter of Dee.i9= I think the
"Javanese Kapok tree" may be bombax malubareais,wdioh sas intro-
duoed into lorida by Reasoner in 1912. The nomenolature of the
Bilk Ootton tese is coiafused. The Ceiba of the Spanish ocnatries,
familiar to you no doubtha. beea designated as Sombaz oeiba and
Ceiba pentandMa,nd also as friodendron anfraotomuaalthough
Simpson claims the latter nane ebozld be attaohed togtite another
tree. The tree in cuesti on may be the Ceiba of the West Indies. In
any case these Silk Cotton trees belong to tropical lowlands. They
will grow fairly well, on the tropical coasts of floridaand,quite
oonoeirably,in favorded spots as the Pinellas 1 eninsula. I rag quite
sure they would never amoueit to aoything here.
The flang-Ylaug,similarly, will and does grow on the
tropical coasts of the State. I would not waste mW time on it hare.
tour letter of the 26th mentions seeds received by you
which were collected in the latitude of Rio at elevatitme of 2000-
3000 foet.namely Marindiba roseoaLnfoosuaia glytooarpkCassia
ferruginesaCurpotroche brazilioasisH~mesoa combasilColumbriaa rufa,
Oteroaarpus riolacegs,and Solpoalix glazzovil This tounds very
interesting. I have a theory that nearly all of the tropical species
which succeed with us are plants indigenous to or originally found
in tropical hlFpalands,zmzh,for instene,as Uasimiroa edulis (;ite
Sapota),the Guatemalan and kexicn Avocadoos,and Rhodomyrtue tomon-
tosus. In the hignlands,plants though subjected to a st'ictly trop-
ioul regimen of sunlight would enotuater m"O- temperatures much more
compar-Ale with ours than with those of tropioil lowlands,nnd woulA
develop structures more caable of functioning normally in our clinate.
I do not believe the plant intro&aers in Florida ever paid enough
attenti on to such a theory--if they did I never haard of it. But
I Ju +ge tant Wtlsouin hi, Chinese collecting for the Arnold Arbor-
etum,wan guided by quite comparable considerations. Therefore I
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look ftward with much interest to the propagation of the seeds
you haveancI hope,if you have any staces. at all,that seeds of
other iztertsting species will be forthacming from the saB source.
Possibly,in view of your travels and cwneations 'pu will be able
to get collections from other high tropiaal regians.
I saw Mr.5tarey today. He seemed to be extremely well-
impressed with your place.
3itknerely yours,
rn s/W.L.Phillips.
Copy to B ookline
It Vt "4r.Stabler
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Sr. C.A.Buok,
c/a Bethlehem Steel Cujpany,
3thlshePa.
Dear lfr.3urt,
I am enclosing,for your infromation and files,
a print of the record plan of plantings on your plan_ which
we made up recently. This is suppoed to be correct and oom-
plote.
You will recall my saying that I had requested
fr.H.a.Basett to work up a design for the Chinese gate
screen. He recently returned to Ut.Laks.bringing his sketohes.
These snnt to me to represent the kind of thing needed. I have
asked hii to write and ,explatn the idea to you direct.
In talking with M.Bassett I discussed the possibility
of having the design ezaoubad in "eramic material rather than
in colored plaster as conceived. That would afford a mach more
brilliant decoration and would unquestionably be ideml,bat diffi-
cult and costly to get done in the United States. It SO happens
that Zr.Bassett and I are both planning to go to Spain this
sflm2r,so that. one of "s at least ought tc be able to negociate
this job with one of the tile makers at Seville. In view of this
possibility I am inolined to defer any decision on the work un-
til we aball bare had an opportunity to see that oculd be obtained
In Spain In the matter of cost and in cooperation in design.
Sineorely yaws,
s/ W.L.ThillipS
Copy t o M.Bassett
" r Olmsted 3rtoters,BroOkine
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Palm BeachPVa.D)s. ,0932,
Nr.C.A.But,
cJ Bethibhem Steel Oeunyr
Bethlehem,Pa.
Dear Mr,Br,
I returned to 71Or*da around the middle of November
but as I have shifted my headquarters to Pal Beach (will you
p$eaee takne nte or the addres)$,ad Vas mobh oooupied in getting
ootled dawn apin,1 bid not have a chance to inspect your place
until last week. I then went over It quite thoroughly Vith bhermaa
He has,! should say,decs a good job of caretaking. die
large magnolias have died,but we knew-we were only experimenting
with them and bave no reason to think he was at fault. EV has had
trouble with some oherry laurels in the hedge below the tura-aroned
walli there ageai we are contronted with an inscrutable malady which
has attacked the trees an other grand. this samer and in previous
years. Aside from those came. ho has brought everything along iu
normal or superior coeditimu.
auther or not to experirsnt further with large magnolias
dependa on your preference. I do nut think them essential fran the
point of view of compoition. At one of the looations,tde4.fust to
the east of the steps leading down from the drive,it now seems better
to me to have no troecertainly net one of that character. And' in place
of the one in the patio,to the right if the large camlliaIt ehould
prefer to see someting of another sortsay a tall canary Island Date,
or a broad-headed tree suaoas an Acacia maoracantha.
One reoorendation can be made to apply to the place gen-
erally. 'There is still a great deal of bare grwand,in thinly planted
beds,ou the edg~e of beds where tall-sterwed shrubs are grewing,imder
or between the orange treus,eto. Covering each areas can be aocomplished
by the occasional efforts of a gardener at slight orpense,for there are
several kind of plants available which eventually cover much from
small beginnings. I am enclosing a memorandum on this subjoot which you
may forward to Ur.Sherman if you approve.
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Sherman spske to -s about his pnanet 0r idMMiuent need of mOre
(lover potsepartiaularly to the largpr sies. vy informStimn an this
subjmot is. not up to date% I am going to send out some iaquiries MAd
will let you have the quotations when I get them. i mmattmed to 7M
last spriMag the possibility of imparting somo pots from epaiu,an& that
possibility still existsbut delivery at the bet would be a matter of
ln the.
With lindest reArds
Sincerely yourn,
Enlosur; 3trndwm for LWr.Shermn
Copy to Brookline
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Dec. 5,4933.
Mr.C.A.hukh,Metaik Lake.
D7 .LI.htllip,Deo.6.1932.
This meusradm is tedded to recall and auplity to
Mr.Shermam my remarks to hi. mn Do.tet regarding the rather general
seed et grend-cower plants in thinly plated beds,is beds frse
shrubs are Isowbetween the rage treesestas there are several
suitable plants lor this pnrpoeeseare or lose poreasent.and of mre
at lese rapid increase. My mndersteading Is that WMb* woold pro-
fer a mere extensive use st emik plants If only to reds. the need of
assuals for dressing up the grndo dring the sease. I de not mean
to rerest that M.sherm n should incur any large expenltoro to this
ndaor drop urgent seasonal worn to attend to it. I do think he sould
so sen as oevrenient acquire a Small stock of se of the useful plants
which he has net new arallablefplaft then in varisus nitable piasee.
aad spread them mOre widely as they Laoreae. The fellowig speI"
bare value of sae sort er another;
Artillery meant--.:nla mirfp*lala.
i of coarse you have. It oou4 be used more widelyae here
and there in limi ted stumps in the are"n bede against the
houts wals.
Baech Scnflnr2r-.nolianthus Aabilis
This you will findI think sa Dr.Dehme's pl ao.It cae. wen11
ros seedtor can be traner4anted.and spreads rapidly. Mi,*t
be g~od to cover the ground in the wide jsoaos bet-en eows
of orange trees In the upr.er vsedes.
Creeping Daisye-Wsdelia trilobata
You hare it abundantly already. Its masses are almost too
dense asS unifors and weald be better often if some other
tallet.plantu could be gotten to grow asong themteuch as
pesiwieltle.IryephylIum, sanseviola.
Crean of ThorsE.-ftphorbia splandens.
lot to be classed strictly as a graaud-oorerbut useful to
Crew among century P--ab and $panish bayaefte.
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Dnaenar.
A very prostrate,flat-growing plant. 0s be gotte flea
Returner.
Loaf-ot-Liteor Lin$ tfovee-f-ryophyllum pln:atism.
Oan be pioked up at various places at antain Lako,aud is
Mast easily re pagated by the falle levee. Goad ftr out
of the way ooners and spots where nioe olturt Is not deck#
ed.
Japanese Grass or Xeas-Zysita Japeoca.
wan be gotten from Rn aser,by the square footor from
rt.take Orp.,ser Rdlemasand is readily lwre'sed by
division.soareoely know as yet in rolk Oenuty,whefr never-
theless it .pYears to do wellthis mos-like Bras Is now
very owron on the tast Coast. It is good for green panels,
tro qrowing in paving 4eintsto cover rough roolcerk~etc.
LantanaTrailiag.
The oelor ot this plant in broad masses is ndqfing tO mn,
peopleand its rapid deterioration seems to render it wf-
desirable for covering bread areas in omon bno poetioa
It can however be retained in sal patches. I advis44 tr.
$henra to scatter annual phlox among toewsM thinly grvwi.
lbtane n. the baac above the drive.
lepero a sp.
This is the fleshy leaved plant of which irn have two or
three pots In the slat shed. At other residnoes it appear
be pirmisig fur nilrnlsing under trees in very shady pbao,
reting well frs 4utttags. Presambly tonder,it sew's to
survive in rrtotod positions.
Perlwin-le..4iaoa rssea
This of croe springs up overythere. It is pleasing satt
here and there %mong the *hrabe,but 08 acacont Of its tend
noe cannot be depended on for important effects in masses.
sazseviere
Good sized clumps of this might be interesting in the "wil
areas s the left-hand side of the lower awas. Nandlesn a
several new dwarf Sausevierca, gradi isparvs, pumila. They
would be interesting to have is the bede against the house
and should carbine. well aIth the ordinary Sausevierts or r
a gronid oover with Aaves and Ywaoas.
snalebeard- Ojtepogen Japonious
7e should be grw*g a gvod supply of this for edgings ani
panels.
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Wa narisg UswT. .btaaS pesdala
Sattistatory for grug an mndnr tall stbsm u0ter
safdy pleasebut an soosm ot its tendsrnesm shalt nM
bo ahose fr ipr tant effaots except in spestally well-
prstootd places.
TaroW--Labuls Edlefthta
This northern perecsial,of vaoh you an prwucur suds from
aiuest any seoduma,appears to persist and do well at Verse
1 should 31*1 to' see it tried at MaAtala Lae.
Copy to 3rookliio
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APPENDIX B
Plant List for Phillips' Planting Plan # 523
# LATIN NAME COMMON NAME QTY
1 Callitris verrucosa Cypress pine 150
2 Laurocerasus caroliniana Carolina cherry 142
3 Grevillea robusta Silk oak 26
4 Eucalyptus rostrata Creek gum 36
5 Eucalyptus robusta Brown gum 2
6 Bauhinia purpurea Mountain ebony 22
7 Cinnamomum camphora Camphor tree 21
8 Quercus virginiana Live oak 21
9 Quercus geminata Twin-cup oak 6
10 Callistemon lanceolatus Lemon bottlebrush 32
11 Eriobotryajaponica Loquat 21
12 Citrus sinensis Valencia orange 17
13 Citrus sinensis Pineapple orange 14
14 Citrus grandis Walters grapefruit 6
15 Citrus grandis Marsh seedless grapefruit 1
16 Citrus nobilis x grandis Tangelo 1
17 Citrus nobilis deliciosa Dancy tangerine 11
18 Citrus sinensis Seedling orange 16
19 Cocos plumosa Plumy coconut palm 25
20 Callitris glauca Cypress pine 5
21 Persea americana B Fuerte avocado 3
22 Persea americana A Lula avocado 3
23 Persea americana A Collinson avocado 2
24 Persea americana B Winslonson avocado 6
25 Persea americana B Nimlon avocado 2
26 Buddleia officinalis Pale butterflybush 77
27 Buddleia asiatica White butterflybush 1
28 Schinus terebinthifollius Brazilian pepper 112
29 Duranta plumieri Golden dewdrop 76
30 Jasminum pubescens Furry jasmine 57
31 Tecomaria capensis Cape honeysuckle 109
32 malvaviscus conzatti Turkscap 17
33 Plumbago capensis Cape plumbago 558
34 Jasminum humile Yellow jasmine 15
35 Gelsemium sempervirens Carolina yessamine 294
36 Daedalacanthus nervosus Blue sage 138
37 Olea europea European olive 7
38 Punica granatum nanum Dwarf pomegranate 10
39 Acacia longifolia Sidney wattle 11
40 Catha edulis Arabian khat 5
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41 Gerbera jamesoni Transvaal daisy 39
42 Melaleuca leucadendron Cajeput tree 28
43 Phoenix reclinata Date palm, senegal 16
44 Citrus mitis Calamondin 4
45 Fortunella japonica Kumquat 3
46 Citrus limonia Villa franca lemon 2
47 Citrus aurantifolia Tahiti lime 3
48 Citrus aurantifolia xjaponica Euster limequat 1
49 Jasminumfloridum Yellow jasmine 19
50 Thryallis braziliensis Thryallis 4
51 Russelliajunicea Coralblow 111
52 Ficus altissima Lofty fig 2
53 Hibiscus euterpe Single salmon hibiscus 14
54 Hibiscus rosa-sinensis Single scarlet hibiscus 37
55 Ficus nitida Indian laurel 5
56 Parkinsonia aculeata Jerusalem thorn 2
57 Litchii chinensis Litchii nut 2
58 Cocos australis Pindo palm 11
59 Lawsonia inermis Camphire of solomon 6
60 Acacia dealbata Silver wattle 8
61 Mangifera indica Haden mango 3
62 Nerium oleander Pink & white 55
63 Lantana delicatissima Creeping lantana 310
64 Micheliafuscata Banana shrub 21
65 Acacia macracantha Giant acacia 25
66 Jasminum primulinum Primrose jasmine 266
67 Carica papaya Pawpaw 12
68 Acacia podalyriaefolia Pearl acacia 30
69 Citrus limonia Ponderosa lemon 1
70 Ficus macrophylla Moreton bay fig 1
71 Citrus nobilis King orange 1
72 Citrus nobilis unshiu Dwarf satsuma orange 1
73 Citrus nobilis deliciosa Mandarin orange 1
74 Wedelia trilobata Creeping daisy 375
75 Ligustrum iwata Variegated privet 72
76 Ligustrum lucidum Glossy privet 51
77 Severinia buxifolia Chinese box orange 80
78 Viburnum suspensum Viburnum, sandankwa 54
79 Ilex vomitoria Yaupon holly 32
80 Viburnum odoratissimum Viburnum, sweet 8
81 Camellia japonica Double pink 14
82 Camellia japonica Semidouble rose 1
83 Camelliajaponica Double white 1
84 Yucca aloifolia Spanish dagger 141
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85 Agave dech.pens Century plant 1
86 Agave neglecta Blue century plant 35
87 Furcrea lindeni Stripped century plant 4
88 Pandanus utilis Screw pine 2
89 Photinia serrulata Photinia 2
90 Rhapidophyllum hystrix Needle palm 50
91 Cestrum nocturnum Night-blooming jessamine 4
92 Cupressus arizonica oblonga Weeping cypress 1
93 Cupressus sempervirens stricta Royal italian cypress 1
94 Podocarpos macrophylla Yew podocarpus 3
95 Bouganvillea crimson lake Red bouganvillea 5
96 Agave americana variegata Stripped century plant 19
97 Agave miradorensis Dwarf century plant 6
98 Jasminum grandiflorum Catalonian jasmine 5
99 Alsophila australis Australian treefern 2
100 Cycas revoluta Sago 2
101 Illicium vernum Anise shrub 4
102 Ilex cassine Danoon (holly) 23
103 Eugenia uniflora Surinam cherry 363
104 Pittosporum tobira Pittosporum 57
105 Ficus repens Creeping fig 26
106 Rosa laevigata Cherokee rose 9
107 Tetrapanax papyriferum Ricepaper plant 8
108 Nerium oleander atropurpureum Plenum red oleander 3
109 Myrica cerifera Wax myrtle 696
110 Bignonia venusta Flame vine 19
111 Thunbergia grandiflora Bengal clockvine 6
112 Trachelosperum jasminoides Confed. jasmine 4
113 Ficus pandurata Fiddleleaf fig 2
114 Verbena erinoides Moss vervain 200
115 Serissafoetida Serissa 46
116 Dendrocalamus latiflorus Giant bamboo 1
117 Rhodomyrtus tormentosa Downy myrtle 34
118 Chayota edulis Chayote 1
119 Acaciafloribunda Golden wattle 6
120 Chalcas exotica Orange jasmine 6
121 Hibiscus rosa-sinensis Peachblow hibiscus 10
122 Nerium oleander dr golfin Serese oleander 11
123 Verbena beaty of oxford Serese verbena 50
124 Vaccinium myrcinites Dwarf blueberry 1355
125 Ilex glabra Gallberry 2190
126 Sabal palmetto Cabbage palm 89
127 Phoenix sylvestris Indian date palm 4
128 Eugenia myrtifolia Austr. brush cherry 5
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129 Magnolia grandiflora Southern magnolia 8
130 Rosa odorata - h.t. Hybrid tea rose 12
131 Cudrania javanioa Thorn of java 6
132 Pyracantha angustifolia Narrowleaf firethorn 1
133 Pyracantha grenulata Nepal firethorn 10
134 Cotoneaster pannosa Silver cotoneaster 22
135 Bacharis halimifolia Saltbush 94
136 Azalea indica mixed Indian azalea 218
137 Psidium cattleyanum Clattleia guava 46
138 Strobilanthes anisophylis Zigzag conehead 34
139 Persea americana Seedling avocado 1
140 Jacaranda mimodaefolia Jacaranda 5
141 Sanseviera zeylonica Bowstring hemp 50
142 Phoenix rupicola Cliff date palm 1
143 Juniperus virginiana Red cedar 15
144 Zanthoxylumfagare Wild lime 20
145 Poinsettia pulcherrima Red poinsettia 15
146 Poinsettia pulcherrima Pink poinsettia 5
147 Itea virginica Washington plume 110
148 Cortalaria usaromiensis Crotalaria 100
149 Yucca filamentosa Beargrass 40
150 Azalea indicaformosa Lavender azalea 25
151 Pittosporum undulatum Orange pittosporum 19
152 Bouganvillea glabra sanderiana Purpple bouganvillea 2
153 Pittosporum viridiflorum Cape pittosporum 7
154 Callistemon rigidus Bottlebrush 10
155 Azalea indica alba White azalea 68
156 Datura arborea Floripondio 4
157 Pittosporum rhombifolium Tree pittosporum 3
158 Acaciafarnesiana Sweet acacia 5
159 Agave sisalana Sisal 8
160 washingtonia robusta Mex. washington palm 5
161 Phoenix canariensis Canary island date palm 2
162 Vallaris heynei Burma vallaris 1
163 Acrocomia total Spine palm 1
164 Bauhinia purpurea alba White mt. ebony 7
165 Tristania conferta Brisbane box 3
166 Callistemon phoeniceus Rose bottlebrush 1
167 Bambusa thouarsi Giant bamboo 9
168 Bambusa argentea Silver bamboo 11
169 Lonicera sempervirens Coral honeysuckle 31
170 Cyperus alternifolius Umbrella sedge 5
171 Cyperus papyrus Papyrus 3
172 Sarrasena minor Hooded pitcher plant 20
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173 Sanseviera laurentii Stripped bowstring hemp 3
174 Iris hexagona Native iris 25
175 Cordonia lasianthus Loblolly bay 35
176 Rapanea guayanesis Myrsine 19
177 Magnolia glauca Sweetbay 10
178 Amaryllis hybrida Meade hybrid amarillis 42
179 Zamia integrifolia Coontie 12
180 Acrostichum vulgare Leatherfern 6
181 Panicum palmifolium Palm grass 50
182 Vinca rosea Periwinkle 50
183 Hibiscus rosa-sinensis Single pink hibiscus 4
184 Feijoa sellowiana Pineapple guava 16
185 Allamanda nerifolia Oleander allamanda 36
186 Callistemon salignus Green bottlebrush 3
187 Cycas circinalis Queen sago 1
188 Ficus rubiginosa Rusty fig 1
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APPENDIX C
Plant List by Susan Gammons 2001
COMMON NAME LATIN BINOMIAL NAME
1 African iris Dietes iridioides (syn. D vegeta)
2 Algerian ivy Hedera canariensis
3 Argyranthemum Argyranthemum frutescens 'Butterfly'
4 Asparagus fern Asparagus densiflorus 'Sprengeri'
5 Australian brush_cherry* Eugenia. myrtifolia 'Globulus'
6 Azalea Rhododendron sp. 'Formosa'
7 Azalea Rhododendron sp. 'George Franc'
8 Azalea Rhododendron sp. 'MiyoNoSakae'
9 Azalea Rhododendron sp. "Salmon. Solomon'
10 Baby rubber plant Peperomia obtusifolia
11 Banana shrub Micheliafuscata
12 Beauty berry Callicarpa americana
13 Bird of paradise Strelitzia reginae
14 Bird's nest fern Asplenium nidus
15 Blackberry lily Belamcanda chinensis
16 Bloodflower Asclepias curassavica
17 Blue sage Eranthemum pulchellum
18 Blue salvia Salvia guaranitica
19 Boxwood Buxus microphylla
20 Bush daisy Gamolepis crysanthemoides
21 Butterflybush Buddlei officinalis
22 Butterfly ginger Hedychium coronarium
23 Cabbage palm Sabal palmetto
24 Calamandarin Citrus reticulata hybrid
25 Calla lily Zantedeschia aethiopica
26 Camellia Camellia japonica
27 Camellia Camellia sasanqua
28 Camphor tree Cinnamomum camphora
29 Cape honeysuckle Tecomaria capensis
30 Cape marigold Osteospernum sp.
31 Caribbean agave Agave augustifolia 'Marginata'
32 Century plant Agave americana
33 Cherry laurel Prunus caroliniana
34 Chinese box orange Severinia buxifolia
35 Chinese fan palm. Livistona chinensis
36 Chinese witchhazel Loropetalum chinense
37 Coontie Zamia pumila
38 Coral berry Ardisia crenata
39 Creeping daisy Wedelia trilobata
40 Creeping fig Ficws repens
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41 Crape myrtle Lagerstroemia indica
42 Crossandra Crossandra infundibuliformis
43 Croton Codiaeum variegatum var. pidum
44 Cypress pine Callitris verrucosa
45 Cypress pine Callitris glaucophylla
46 Cypress pine Callitris columellaris
47 Date palm, canary island Phoenix Canariensis
48 Date palm, pygmy Phoenix roebelenii
49 Date palm, senegal Phoenix reclinata
50 Dracaena* Dracaena marginata
51 Dwarf palmetto Sabal minor
52 Eastern red cedar Juniperus virginiana
53 Egyptian papyrus Cyperus papyrus
54 Erect sword fern Nephrolepis cordifolia
55 Eucalyptis tree Eucalyptis sp.
56 Eurya hedge Eurya emarginata
57 False blue ginger Dichorisandra tbyrsiflora
58 Firecracker plant Russelia equisetiformis
59 Firebush Hamelia patens
60 Flame vine Pyrostegia venusta
61 Florida anise tree Illiciumfloridanum
62 Florida jujube Zizyphus celata
63 Flowering dogwood Cornus florida
64 Giant bird of paradise Strelizia nicolai
65 Golden candles Pachystachys lutea
66 Golden dewdrop Duranta repens
67 Grapefruit Citrus x Paradisi 'Ruby Red'
68 Grugru palm Acrocomia Total
69 Hardy bamboo palm* Chamaedorea miemspadix
70 Hayscented fern Dennstaedtia punctilobula
71 Heavenly bamboo Nandina domestica
72 Inca lily Alstroemeria pulchella
73 Japanese mock orange Pittosporum tobira
74 Japanese plum yew Cephalotaxus harryingtonia
75 Jasmine, carolina yellow Gelsemium sempervirens
76 Fern Blechnum sp.
77 Jasmine, downy Jasminum multiflorum
78 Jasmine, primrose Jasminum mesnyi
79 Laurel oak Quercus laurifolia
80 Leatherleaf fern Rumohra adiantiformis
81 Lemon tree Citrus limon
82 Lily of the nile Agapanthus africanus
83 Pink allamanda Mandevillea splendens
84 Live oak Quercus virginiana
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85 Living vase Aechmea 'Little Harry'
86 Long-leaf pine Pinus palustris
87 Loquat Eriobotrya japonica
88 Macaw palm Acrocomia aculeata
89 Majesty palm* Ravenea rivularis
90 Mandarin's hat Holmskioldia sanguinea
91 Mexican flame vine Senecio confusus
92 Mickey mouse plant Ochna multiflora
93 Mondo grass Ophiopogon japonicus
94 Nagami kumquat Fortunella margarita
95 Needle palm Rhapidophyllum hystrix
96 Orange tree Citrus sinensis
97 Papaya Carica papaya
98 Paulownia Paulowniafortunei
99 Peace lily Spathyphyllum 'Mauna Loa'
100 Pentas Pentas lanceolata
101 Pindo palm Butia capitata
102 Plumbago Plumbago auriculata
103 Ponytail* Beaucarnea recurvata
104 Privet, japanese Ligustrum japonica
105 Pumelo Cifrus grandis 'Hirado Bantan'
106 Queen palm Syagrus romanzoffiana
107 River birch Betula nigra 'Heritage'
108 Sago, king Cycas revoluta
109 Sago Cycas hybrid
110 Sago, queen Cycas circinalis
111 Saw palmetto Serenoa repens
112 Sentry palm* Howeaforsteriana
113 Simpson's stopper Myrcianthesfragans
114 Snake plant, variegated* Sansevieria trifadciata 'Laurentii'
115 Sour orange Citrus aurantium
116 Louisiana iris Iris 'Louisiana Hybrids'
117 Southern magnolia Magnolia grandiflora
118 Southern magnolia Magnolia grandiflora 'Hasse'
119 Southern wax myrtle Myrica cerifera
120 Spanish moss Tillandsia usneoides
121 Split-leaf philodendron* Philodendron bipinnatifidum
122 St. christopher lily Crinum jagus
123 Strawberry guava Psidium littorale (syn.P. cattleinum)
124 Surinam cherry Eugenia uniflora
125 Tangelo Citrus reticulata hybrid 'Orlando'
126 Tangerine Citrus reticulata 'Sunburst Carizzo'
127 Tea olive Osmanthusfragans
128 Tea olive, florida Osmanthus americana
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129 Umbrella sedge Cyperus alternifolius
130 Variegated pineapple* Ananas bracteatus 'Tricolor'
131 Spanish bayonet Yucca aloifofia
132 Variegated spanish bayonet Yucca aloifolia 'Marginata'
133 Viburnum, sandankwa Viburnum suspensum
134 Viburnum, sweet Viburnum odoratissimum
135 Wandering jew Tradescantia zebrina
136 Wax mallow, pink form Malvaviscus arboreus var. mexicanus
137 Widespread maidenhair fern Thelypteris kunthii
138 Wild coffee Psychotria nervosa
139 Yaupon holly flex vomitoria
140 Yaupon holly, columnar Ilex vomitoria 'Will Fleming'
141 Yaupon holly, weeping flex vomitoria 'Pendula'
142 Yellow brazilian plume Justicia aurea
143 Yellow flax Reinwardtia indica
144 Yellow salvia Salvia madrensis
145 Yew podocarpus Podocarpus macrophyllus
146 White azalea Rhododendron sp.
147 Red azalea Rhododendron sp.
148 Pink azalea Rhododendron sp.
149 Crinum Crinum sp.
150 Orchid tree Bauhinia variegata
151 Orange tree Citrus sinensis 'Parson Brown'
152 Yesterday, today, & tomorrow Brunfelsia pauciflora
153 American holly Ilex opaca
154 Silver dollar tree Eucalyptis cinerea
155 Pearl acacia Acacia podarylifolia
156 Cape jasmine Tabernaemontana divaricata
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APPENDIX D
List of plans and drawings of Olsmted Job # 6023 - C. A. Bbuck/Pinewood Estate/El
Retiro, Mountain Lake, Florida, located at Frederick L. Olmsted National Historic Site,
Brookline, Massachussetts
TAJ""....m
United States Department of the Interior AEi
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
Frederick Law Olmsted National Historic Site - "
99 Warren Street
IN UIY REFER To Brookline, Massachusetts 02445
December 6, 2000
H 18
Olmsted Job #6023 C.A. Buck/Pinewood Estate/El Retiro Mountain Lake, Florida
Elizabeth Baron
11100 SW 6711 Avenue
Miami, FL 33156
Dear Ms. Baron:
In response to your telephone call of July 18, the archives staff searched the historic
office records of the Olmsted firm for information relating to Olmsted Job #6023 C.A.
Buck Mountain Lake, Florida. Listed below are documents included in the Olmsted
Archives for Olmsted Job #6023.
Olmsted Job #6023 C.A. Buck/Pinewood Estate Mountain Lake, Florida
22 plans and drawings, 1929-1931
1 file folders of Post-1949 correspondence, 1929-1970
1 photograph album including approximately 34 historic prints, 1930-1932
As we discussed on the telephone, the bulk of the Olmsted firm's correspondence
predating 1950 was donated by the Olmsted firm to the Manuscripts Division of the
Library of Congress in Washington, D.C. Enclosed is a brief description of the Olmsted
Papers and Olmsted Associates Records at LC. You may wish to see if any related
papers exist at LC. The telephone number is (202) 707-5387.
The correspondence between the Olmsted firm and the client is often critical in clarifying
the design intent and the extent of work which was carried out by the firm. Based on past
experience, many researchers have found the correspondence invaluable in terms of
explaining the nature of the firm's work.
Enclosed is an Olmsted Archives Access Policy for you to review. Researchers need to
submit requests for appointments in writing. If you need further assistance
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please feel free to contact the archives staff at (617) 566-1689 x231 or x241. Best wishes
with your research.
Sincerely,
T. Michele Clark
Archivist
Enclosures: Olmsted Archives Access Policy
Olmsted Archives and Site Brochures
LC Guide to Olmsted Papers
Plans inventory for job #6023 (6 sheets)
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APPENDIX E
Documents for Pinewood House and Garden, located
at the Historical Association of Southern Florida, Miami Florida
Phillips, William Lyman, 1885-1966
Papers, 1886-1992
17.25 linear feet.
Gift of Juliette Phillips Coyle, through Faith Jackson, 1994
Medium Accesion Number Location
Papers 1994-335 M42C-G
Photographs and Negatives 1994-753-1 thru 365 Photos: M42C; 5x7 Negs.: M87C
Notebooks 1994-790-1 thru 3 M42B
Drawings and Certificate 1994-791-1 thru 3 M76H Oversized Ephemera-Box
2
Plans 1994-788-1 thru 128 R4X, Y, Z, AA, BB [Blueprints
in separate folder]
Maps 1994-796-1 thru 27 R4AA; R4X [Blueprint]
Biographical Note
Landscape architect William Lyman Phillips is the best know for his work in
Florida during the 1920s to 1950s. his projects included bok Tower (Lake Wales),
Crandon Park (Key Biscayne), Fairchild Tropical Garden (Coral Gables), Matheson
Hammock (Miami), and Mountain Lake Sanctuary (Lake Wales).
Phillips received his master's degree in landscape architecture from Harvard. Ha
studied under Frederick Law Olmsted, and worked under him on the design of the
Biltmore estate grounds, Asheville, N.C.
In 1915, he designed the towns of Balboa and Pedro Miguel in the Panama Canal
Zone. After World War I he assisted in the design of American military cemeteries in
France. He worked at Mountian lake Sanctuary and Bok Tower in the 1920s. in 1933 he
moved to Miami, and designed parks and supervised their construction for the Civilian
Conservation Corps-Greynolds Park, Bakers Haulover, Matheson Hammock, etc. from
1938 until his retirement in 1954, he worked at Fairchild Tropical Garden, first as part of
a CCC project, than as the garden's landscape architect.
Phillips died October 18, 11966, in North Miami.
For more biographical information, refer to:
Phillips, W.L. The Fairchild Tropical Garden: a Memoir. 1959.
Zuckerman, Bertram. The Dream Lives On: A History of the Fairchild Troopical Garden,
19338-1988. Miami: Banyan books, 1988.
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Scope and Content
The bulk of the collection contains papers that pertain to W. L. Phillips' career,
from his work at Harvard University in the early 1900s to his involvement in numerous
landscaping projects through the late 1950s, with substantial portions of this data relating
to the Mountain Lake Sanctuary and the Royal Palm State Park. Among the records are
letters, invoices, notes, clippings, sketches, reports, planting lists, specifications,
photographic prints, negatives, pamphlets, and ephemera. Documents related to
professional organizations and awards are also included. A set of alphabetized index
cards bean notes concerning landscape architecture, astronomy, investment information,
property data, and other topics. In addition, notebooks of Harvard class notes, classified
plant lists, and field notes and sketches augment the collection. Supplementing the papers
regarding professional projects are original plans and blueprints, as well as several maps.
Where indicated in the files, photocopies of some plans substitute for the originals which
are located at the University of Miami.
Also maintained in the collection are papers documenting Phillips' personal life
spanning the early 1900s to the mid-1960s. Correspondence with family members and
friends, school records and notebooks, an address book, birth and death records,
passports, identification cards, certificates, travel brochures, clippings, and other
ephemera comprise this material. Financial and property records include bank statements,
correspondence, mortgage papers, investment documents, and tax information. In
addition, the personal data contains a 1992 historic designation report for Phillips' North
Miami residence. Two pencil drawings found among the papers depict the figure of an
unknown youth and a signed portrait of William Lyman Phillips.
The collection is arranged into eleven series: residential projects (private);
residential projects (commercial); commercial projects; professional correspondence;
professional papers; clippings; personal correspondence; personal papers; financial and
property records; photographic prints; and plans and maps, Within each series, files
possess an alphabetical order by subject followed by a chronological arrangement where
dates are indicated.
Phillips' landscape drawings (blueprint) are at the University of Miami library,
Special Collections Department, and may be used by appointment.
Special Collections
Otto G. Richter Library
University of Miami
P. O. Box 248214
Coral Gables, Florida 33124
(305) 284-3247
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Phillips papers and related materials, particularly relating to Fairchild Tropical
Garden, are housed at the garden's research facility, and may be used by appointment.
Archives
Fairchild tropical Garden
11935 Old Cutler Road
Miami, Florida 33156
(305) 665-2844
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